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AIDS committee lacking funds
Group unable to make plans
By Greg Haas
Daily staff wrim.
AIDS is a k Met disease, Inn s 1st and
the Calittiona State (Mist-oat!, system will
not provide a hudget for asquired immune deficiency’ syndrome educat
The university and the CSti Chancellor’s Office are "not putting then money
where their mouth is.- said Jim Walters. Associated Students vice president. and a
spokesman Mr the National Association of

People with AIDS.
[unsling for the S1St All)S I ’AIM 11 In
Committee AEC) programs and coordination
et ions in Ow CM! system for AIDS etlik
non I.4:1’ dISCUSStld ill all SJSI.1 Lyet.iitive
Committee meeting last month, according to
the meetings minutes
Wiggsy SiVenNen. .11.1L9111l. senator and
AEC member. said Tuesday a budget is
needed for effective AIDS education at

SJSU.
The committee must educate people
about AIDS and it there is no money it Lannot
do it. according to Sisensen
Ruth ,iatte. chairwoman of the Academic Senate, said. Iliere arc no problems
getting t
and they i AEC members) are
dong a good mb
Her opinion was based on repons presented to the Acadennt Senate, she said.
"No committee is ever in line for budget. . .anywhere;
le said.
"I don’t think this committee should be
any different than any other committee.- she

AIDS Expenditures
.86-87

said

Brochures

Committees at SJSU do not receive a
line item in the budget front the university.
hut haw received numey ha programs, Yaffe
said.
Howes ei , the AE(’ doesn’t want a bug del . Siyeitsen said. it wants money
tor programs
Ikan Ran. dean Student Sers ices said
the AEC can obtain money through three
sources: the Dean’s Office of Student Serv
ICC!, Student Health tiers we, and Lotto
grants, money provided to schools Irom the
See AIDS. hock page

Scholars
Supplies

87-88

88-89

’89-90

$13.000 S8 500
1.200
6.500

$6.300

$4.300
5.000

1.300

5.500
1,000

19,800

10,500

15,800

3.500

750
17,050

Student aldes
TOTALS

1,500
2,500
1,200

2.100

in 1986-87. $12,000 was allocated by the dean of Student
Services For ’8788 and 88-89 $7.500 was allocated
from the California lottery fund For 89-90. S5.000 was
allocated Irom the lottery lund The remainder of the above
expenses have been paid by Student Health Serv,ces

Express bus
line extended
County seeks to
continue service
Ill)
1.1.14.1
Day slat! mite’
SJST students expressed delight at
the Santa Clara Counts Board of Super.
visors’ decision Tuesday it) t.ontinue the
special Highway 17 hus sers e that riders feared might he discontinued
"This is a definite step in ihe right direction... said Cherie Collister. an SJSU
psychology maim- who has used the
WV. staled OW Atll:k
service 1114.1:
at ter Ihe ( WI 17 earthquake
-Tbe0e saying this is a good idea
and that vw should work it) continue
it
Die supers isms sows’ unanimously
1r, keep the bus sent. e nom Stant, \ ’al
les to do% mown Sall .10,4: operating at
least mull lan 15. when the county’s
eariliqutikc stale 01 emergency ends
Joseph R Villarat

Santa’s kids

I Alicia Magnet) sits on Santa’s knee as her father
takes a photograph during the second annual tree

atay staff photographer

lighting ceremony at San Jose Medical Center.
Raised funds went 111 a pediatrics care unit.

The hoard also directed county lilt-ism’. to continue negotiations with Peerless Stages Inc that could lead to permanent express hus sersise along the
route. according to intormation proRttd Ihrith in’s tit
s ided hy Supen

lice
Peerless has franchise rights on the
Highway 17 route and also nuts buses
between Santa Crui and San Jose Peel
less officials have said in the past thai
0111 legal
dies have not
against Santa Clam and Santa Cm/
counties. which ionaly 11111 Ille
sets ue. il the situation is not -resolved
al
(*.meta. manager 01 Peerles.
Stages. said the espies, er s ice represents -unfair competition
"Were trying to keep a small ’.
nes. Irom heing wiped out Mini a sub,
Gael.;
di/ed service paid by OW 1:1\
siii,thIls1..:We’re paying lases to lose oul
Collister 111111..C. III support tit the ex
press sen ice at Monday s hoard meeting. stating that the buses keep cars off
the road and help to et insene natural reairces
" You re not isolated on the bus ou
can share v. hat ’s going on in your lile
with other passengers
said in an 1111C1-104 1.11eda
II’s not
like heing alone Malt:C.11
SI/Ille riders !lase complained that the
Peerless bus seri. ice is unreliable and
See BUS. lho 4 /hiro

High rent creates ’new homeless,’ county study finds
11.) 1

\ 1.111, \

11,i11 of Santa Clara County’s
homeless population are young children in (amities almost half are under IS years ot age and
tiros! are Caucasian. ascot-ding to findings in a
county study- released at a press 1:1mIrrence ’Tuesday
Police obsen anon. of where the homeless
reside in San Jose include buildings
both the
downtown area and on the SJSU campus. the
study- also reported.
County Supervisor Ron ( ion/ales told reporters at the hoard chambers that the study. con-

ducted by the Homeless heniew Study ask
horce and Hinneless Mentes,. Technical Committee. indicated increasing instances ot "new
homeless
’Those are the percentage tit people in the
next live to lit years (who) art: a rent increase
away of tieing in the street.- (ion/ales said. rel
ening to high rents in the area and the stniggle ol
workers to keep up w ith them
SJSt Sok iology Professor %%infield Salis
bun blamed the honwless problem downtown
on disinterest al San Jose City Hall Part 01 the
leder:II I mid. tor redevelopment were required to
met rine housing. he said
he used loi

0111C
.1 single unit has been
hov,
Salisbury said -Because iSlayor foini
nery didn’t huild the gotIdanin buildings
He doesn’t v.ant poor polite downtown because
he’s got property there
According 1,1 the Loma) study . 41 percent
of the counts ’s homeless were Caucasian. 15
percent were Alrivan Amencan Hispanics made
up 21 percent ot those stirseyedaintl the Asian
homeless populat1011 %Ids It:v.111.111 I pen..ent
The t ’tidings also show that there are
slightly more women homeless than inen. s I
percent to .19 perceiii
In addition, s inually all the homeless sub.

hulr,

Recycling effort
is underway in
residence halls

itt Me sit hen we don’t Ilse that way’ HON 11
1110 k111W. Kh.11 to ami lin I sari.% Like or, kld
III work and can’t athirst childcare to look lit,
%Wit
I feel tit, hive.- the study tenoned
Many homeless people said the lack 0,
places to shower and dean up. with tut ALIN,
and no dt.’,.1!.. It. telephones. as well as poor nil
created obstas les in getting employed
Remedies proposed hs the tatinbined tasttuillink
force included the appointment oi
iordinator. and a Ltiiiiputen/ed
Mimi:less
heir III 10,11
homeless network w iih
.111i1,10hhing hy losal et tveniment off n. la’s
Sec RI Pr )1? I Ihi. mit:,

Advertising director selected
for spring 1990 semester staff

Ily alert’: Junger
Daily staff writer
I in lionmenial ICe,p0.1
The tiludeni \ I mainrir
spreading its % Ines and espantling its iet.ycling program
In response it, a student request. S A.F.E.R sianed
cycling aluminium cans in the Ms& residence halls three
weeks ago.
"Eolks in the dorms requested us to rosy,. ..ins. said
Steve (’hailon. coordinator of ret.y ding toi S A F. R
-They are generating a lot of cans there and wanted them recycled...
Hall of a hig garbage hag of cans was recycled in the
tom two weeks ot the collection. Uhaikin said.
-the money received in exchange for the cans went to
support S A E.R . he added
Presently . 22 barrels lune been set up in the halls. except
tor Allen Hall where the custodial stall is already taking care
of the recycling. according to Chaikin
In Joe West Hall. only two barrels have been set up as of
now . lie added. S. A . F. R. plans it) put in the additional two
barrels at a later time.
Jean Mane Scott. associate director ol Housing Scilicet,.
said that students were recycling on their own hefore hut that
this is the first time this type of can collection has been coon!’
mated and done on a large scale.
added
"Students are very supportive of the
"They have been wry positive.
Stephanie Hubbard. a resident of Nioulder Hall. agreed.
"les great. We definitely needed something like that. ’the
See RECYCI.E. back page

.11 the study listed Santa Cla:
Is 19 i 1;1
County as a 1.1 ’,lace ot residence. Ind’, ming
that a large maiot its ale not migrants from ollwr
areas.
San Jose or another city within the county
was stated as the hometown 01 75 percent 01
homeless 11:111011dellIS
s.11d. ’The percentage ot
I AIC.111).
people has mg lobs belore becoming tumidity,
was higher than the national ilIerage
Said!. park:pant’. remarked that they -need
to v.ork to feel valuable- and wen: not -lay and
shiftless
(kw person said. -How can I !Call my kids

Kr,r, Kwok
Special to the Omit,’
Ernestino Atimicnern unloads S111111. ill ttttt ill11111
cans hir recy( ling. in the residence halls.

I mfd \ I fro nes
Drray staff wnter
Latin Adacht was selected luesdas
as the spring semesici’s adserfising
director tor the Spartan I Xiily
Alter completing one semester on
Me advertising stall. she said she ap
plied tor the position hecause she
’ ’entity s the experience and heing exposed to other people in advertising "
11,twever. the decision was niu an
easy one. as it N III II41,1p1Ille lief graduation tor a semester \dacha 22.
will tie a ..43111/11.11n1 W111011:1 .111d etIVO.. ill graduate in fidiq rrl HMI
The amount of hours the position
requires is the main reason she will
hate to extend Ilt’r 11/11141’ C.111.Cf
this semester. she has spent 20-25
hours a week on the matt. and she expects to spend much more than that as
director
This semester’s director. Hannah
13moks. agrees. say ing that she spent
about 30 hours per week working on
the staff .
As director. Adachi functions as a
teacher., aide taking roll. giving
grades and mon\ ming sales. according to Brooks In addition. the does
tor schemes dummy pages and keeps
records of clients who advertise in the

ith stalls of ttt) or more when it was
Set111:%1C1 11 LINIld
Atkl
1Iirse
Small staff or not. this semesters
taalt set the retain! lot the most ad
pat.e sold. Brooks said. and she es
Nos Ahlachi to continue the high
sales
"I think I Aklacliii is going to do
lahtilous We set the pace 1111
ter. and I think she’ll continue in that
pace... Brooks said
the slat I is responsible tor selling
tund
ads enising space that lit Ips
pi, sluct ion costs ot the newspaper
Lill’. 1, III the ,:1111.
VI. an. fild
pus

I.auri Adachi
22 %ear old
Daily
Becativ: the adsernsing stall is no
longer required tor !tutors. the stalls
are noss much smaller than in Mc
past. lirooks s.111.1 Flits semester’s
matt mil) had IR people. compared

ommunil

saki.

,intl

on businesses Mai t.ould benefit
nom adsenising
"We try to go to the people vrho
nild use us.- Aldachi said "We
don’t lust go atter any hotly (hi the
other hand. we don’t tum people
ay. ay v. ho do want to use us ’’
Selling ads is only p,in tit the duties
performed by the staff . she said
there is also an art department that
produces the ads While some clients
pros isk the stall with s amera -ready
an. others onh gist: an idea of what
they want. and lease the layout and
pri xluct ion up to the :mist%
10, us
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Debating the
condom issue

ways.

N Ben Weinberg is a Daily staff photographer

Letters to the Editor
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Patrick: Brenda. get a load of this condom
ia:.
;
11(1.
a
Begrveee.
nn1d.,ohi e:u rwiinnesgti ritu7cgateii te:enpsxl.it:11wyhoyu nt tuis eu s at scuocnkdp

America destroys
native Indians
n estimated $80 billion worth of
low sulfur coal under Big Mountain
is what I assume to be the real reason for our government’s cruel relocation
of the elderly Dineh (Navajo) Indians.
The relocation law, passed by the government in 1974, is supposedly for the purpose of solving a land dispute. For one
thousand years, the Navajo and the Hopi
managed to solve their minor land disputes on their own, and the Elders of both
tribes oppose the government’s intervention. In fact, the traditional Hopi leaders
wrote a letter in 1986 to the president in
support of the Navajos and against the
relocation.
The support for the relocation comes
from the Hopi tribal government, an institute imposed by the United States government. Most traditional Hopis do not recognize the tribal government and refuse to
participate in elections for it.
To enforce the relocation, the government impounded 90 percent of the
Navajo’s livestock because of supposed
over-grazing, which I see as an attempt to
starve them off the land. A construction
ban causes families to split when the children grow up, unlike Navajo tradition, and
those who leave can no longer come back.
The government gives excellent credit
terms to those willing to give up their
fight and move to Flagstaff, Arizona, but
statistics show that they are unable to
adjust to city life and over 40 percent lose
their homes within a few months.
According to American Medical News of
Sept. 12, 1986, the relocation results in
many stress and depression -related diseases and a high death toll is expected.
The article also quoted Roger Lewis, a
relocation commissioner who resigned
four years earlier, saying that in relocating
elderly Navajos he sometimes felt "as bad
as the people who ran the concentration
camps in World War IL".
To avoid hypocrisy, a country that
fights oppression around the world should
first make sure that there is none at home.
This makes me wonder, if America stands
for freedom and human rights, then where
the hell am I?
Well, perhaps America after all. Half a
block from SJSU at the
San Jose peace center, a few people,
some of whom are SJSU students and
alumni, formed the Big Mountain
Resistance and Support Group.
The group sponsors a few demonstrations, some of which were nationwide,
slide shows and occasionally they have a
literature table in fmnt of the Student
Union. The group has a flea market on
the first Saturday of every month and sells
rugs to support the elderly. For January,
the group is planning a trip to Big
Mountain to help the elderly in working
in everything fmm herding sheep to construction. The group is looking for more
people to join the struggle as well as the
work trip to Big Mountain. You can contact Steve Von Till at 298-4214 or Jeff
Hoffman at 295-2372.
I wrote this column because the relocation and the struggle do not get the media
coverage I belive they deserve. The
destruction of the Navajo culture is happening in my name and yours because it is
our tax dollars and government that are
working toward this relcx:ation.
If the struggle dies, so will the Navajo

Patrick
Nolan

on a water balloon’?
Patrick: If having sex with a condom is
like taking a shower with a raincoat on.. then

,,11
V,a

oral sex with condoms must be like taking a
shower with a raincoat in your mouth.
Brenda: Hov., would you know, Pat’? Been
singing in the rain lately’?
Patrick: Very funny. Your humor just
him Is me over. It really does. What I mean is,
irakl nsoewx twh tthc: ,hned,t:mb sst rue acnitiiliuns(liranr.uthilx1".argtuinbee.
abyust? .w hat is se x
cp,r)ensiienngt it,h) ews phraet aids stielx.

Letters to the Editor
Board of Directors didn’t give in
FAlitor,
The editorial by the Spanan Daily editorial staff on
Monday, Dec. 4. stated the idea that there are both benefits
and dangers from a loud minority. And that we shouldn’t
mistake these for a mandate. I agree wholeheartedly.
What I can’t agree with is your comment concerning the
Student Union Board of Directors. This gross error stated
that "WWI) capitulated to these demands. giving in to the
!Monterey (.’ounty Center.- Rachel Morgan -Lewis. M(’C
student council president. did indeed come to SUBOD requesting that a portion ol Student t Inion fees he returned to
the students at the Monterey’ County Center. The policy that
St ’BOD apprined is simply this:
The concept ot setting aside a percentage ot the Student
Union fees tor thost students who are enrolled there to be al-.
located in the spnng. through a budget request based on their
request
This quote was taken from the minutes trom the Nov. 7
meeting. and your excellent reporter wits there. It is a shame
that both of these sources weren’t consulted pnor ill your editonal. As you can see. all that was approved by SUB01) was
the direction to proceed. We did "draw up" a preliminary.
concept hut definitely did not surrender. or gise up everything You and I must not he looking at the same Wehster’s
dictionary
I would also like to add that both St 4WD and the Associated Students Board of Directors are looking tOr an equitable solution tor the students in the main campus and our satellite campuses. And it is nice to see that, use One error. an
impanial source such as the Spanan Daily is soicing the
same concerns and opinions shared by many on the A S
board and SI,B01).
I. and the rest of your student gosernanent. would also
like to know how the rest oi the Associated Students and en
tire SIMI student body, feel about this and other issues This
bike policy and iadsising. nisi to name two. Please approach
and talk t4i any. (il your 12 A.S directors and three exectitis es
around campus. in the Student t ’mon or call 424-6240
Prove to the Daily that this is not an apathetic campus
1. like es cry one else. am sick ot this word. SO. please, since
your opinion You will be heard.
Scott I.ane
Chair. St In )1)
Director of Academic Affairs
ice ( hair Associated Students Board of Directors
Senior
Industrial and System% Engineering

Modem translations inaccurate
EAlitor.
On Dec 5. 1989. a letter appeared in the Daily in which
the writer. "not being a Bible scholar herself,- quoted I C’oranthians 6:9-10 as relerence to why "Crod cares who sleeps
on the pillow next to yours- This statement was aimed directly at homosexuals and I wish to counter her argument
using the ’,MTV
Irom the Bible
English translations of the lists ot sinners in I Connthians 6:9 appears to lay-men to he precise and concrete rederings (II specific Greek words But. in tact. there is %cry considerable uncenainty about the meaning ol many ol the
words involved. The billowing is the original Greek text Mr I
Cor 6:9 and the vanous tanslations that haw come about:
1609: The elleminate. liars ith
kvide
King Lille’, 1611: The effeminate. abusers of them.
seises with mankind: covetous.
Revised New Testament. 1946: HI )11)1Kexuak.
Conlraternity New Testament. 194 I The effeminate.
sodomites.
New Amencan Bibk. 1970: The sodomites
Good News Bible. 1966: The greedy.
Bible de Jerusalem. 1955: People with inlamous habits
Ikutsche. 1468: Child !Molesters.
Interestingly enough. when this verse. was translated
into the French Jerusalem Bible in 1955. there was no direct
reference to homos.exual behav ior, ’’ni de Prase’s. ni gen. de
linkup, in
In 172S. Luther interpreted the WINt! 10
IV ,1,0,1C% and child molesters.- Later. the Spanish Jerusalem Bible translated Luther’s words into "effeminates.’ and
linally. the English Jerusalem Bible translated the Spanish
into "homosexuals "
Translations of this VCINC are particularly revealing of
the paramount influence (It cultural attitudes on religious he lief% Such disparity inspires skepticism and close examinalion sullgcsis Mai no modem translations ot these terms are

sery accurate.
I am not a Bible scholar myself. but I do know how to
search lor the facts; and these facts are extremely ambiguous
Maybe, just maybe. some of you will do your homework before telling me that being a homosexual is wrong and that
"(iod does care who is sleeping on the pillow next to nie.’’

Rusty W. Paiyou
Sophomore
International lit/SiThe%

No more excuses
Editor,
Enough already! I am full to the gills with all of
this "ethnic sympathy" here on campus.
Why don’t you people snap out of your ego trips?
Once you attain citizenship (this is an assumpuon) here
in America, you become American. That’s it! A-meri-can. Almost all of us have some "ethnicity" in our
blood but that is only part of who we are. We are
Americans first, not second. I find it extremely
humorous, and upsetting to hcar all these people complaining about the "racism cast upon them because of
their culture." What the hell does that mean? Since I
am Irish, should I feel hurt by an Irish joke? Hell, if
it’s good, I might laugh too!
If Trinh Tran is leading a club on campus for everyone to team morc about the Vietnamese culture, that’s
onc thing. But if Trinh Tran truly would like to "enjoy
the college lifestyle", try gcuing involved with the student body, elected positions. Spartan Daily Staff, or go
Greek. By building a "community" exclusively made
up of Vietnamese people you are creating your own
discrimination.
Webster’s New World Dictionary definitions arc as
follows:
Etlenic (cth’nik) adj. < Gr. ethnos, nation] any of
the basic divisions of mankind, as distinguished by
customs, language, etc. -n. a member of a minority
group that is part of a larger community -eth’-ni-cally
adv.
Ethsnic*i*ty (oh nis’c tc) n. ethnic classification or
affiliation.
For some reason the entire country has got this
stupid idca that "ethnic people" arc everything except
"Whitc-Non Hispanic." This is so ironic because all of
us as Americans (that word again) including "White
Non-Hispanics" have some ethnicity. In fact, several
"ethnic" groups arc put into this one category. Italians,
French, Russian, Polish, English, German, Swcdish,
Czech, and Irish to namc a fcw. Why aren’t they separated? Each fulfills the definition of "ethnic." The
Germans that immigratcd and worked in dismal conditions in the cities during thc Industrial Revolution
never received grants or cash payments for "suffering."
The Irish worked side by side with the Chinese to build
the railroads, yet the Irish aren’t a minonty. Why aren’t
there any Cultural Pluralism Classes about thc Irish,
Polish, German, or Russian cultures? Almost every
"ethnic group" is covered including women(regardless
of race) except these. Hello? It would seem to me as if
there is some "reverse discrimination" against "white
males" going on here huh?
I just can’t understand how people can bitch and
moan about being the object of racial jokes. Cultural
jokes have been around as long as the culture has. So
why do you think you’re so different, Linh Nguyen?
Chill-Out, Relax. ’The Irish culture has always bmn
labeled as the "drunks." The Polish culture has been
labeled as "dumb." The Jews have been the "cheap."
Even if thcy arc exaggerated, who says it’s not fair? If
there is a joke for every culture, it is fair.
On a more positive note, (it will bc interesting to
sec how many people are still reading this that haven’t
labeled this racist) I am overjoyed to see such cultures
of Americans as the Vietnarnese enjoying and respecting the freedoms, and success potential here in the U.S.
In short, don’t engulf yourself in the past. Learn
from the past mistakes, don’t carry them on and on,
pointing fingers and delegating responsibility. As
Americans we know how wrong slavery was. So the
law and society madc the appropriate changes. Now,
all human beings arc truly created equal. It is up to you
to succeed. Let the most qualified hard working people
get ahead for their achievements, not because of their
culture, sex or race! We all have family, a brain, and
freedom to succeed with hard work, so stop making
excuses, and prove yourself.
Dennis Patrick
McSweeney
Advertising
Junior

Brenda: Actually. you sound like a C. Everett Koop memo. I think sex is exactly the
same as it’s always been. Things haven’t
changed much in the past five years. I think
that anyone can he promiscuous it they want to
he. You can always find someone who hasn’t
bought into the AIDS scare and refuses to take
precautions. Those people are always there..
Patrick: Tnie. they’ are there. but I think it
has changed. Sex, that is. I agree that .no matter how many people get AIDS and die, even
the non -drug using heterosexuals, there are
those who just don’t care and will fornicate
like rabbits and possibly, and unknowingly,
spread many diseases, including AIDS.
Brenda, I think there are those who
are intelligent enough, or have enough social
responsibilits (another textbook term) to not
have sex unsafely.
Brenda: You’re bobbin’ and weavin’
again Pat, v.hat’s your point?
Patrick: Gtxxl question. I’m glad you
asked. As stxm as I cut through your kneeslapping humor, maybe I can make my point.
It’s not so much a mailer of promiscuity or
relationships or commitments. than it is just an
awareness of ses in general.
Some people are simply thinking about
what they’re doing (sexually) instead of submitting to their sweaty animal instincts. They
are conscious because they must face the threat
of death.
Brenda: Everyone thinks about sex, Pat.
Everyone thinks about death. I just don’t think
many people associate sex with death. despite
the massive publicity AIDS victims have received.
Patrick: But people are dying. Sex and
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death. Miss Brenda. are now holding hands.
only they do so with rubber gloves. Media attention is not massive and stories about AIDS
victims are a dime a dozen. The general public
is complacent. all they see is just another poor
sucker who forgot the raincoat, or who forgot
to read the condom package instructions. or
forgot to sterilim the needle before shooting up.
Brenda: I think you’re wrong, Mr. Pat.
The publicity is massive but the media handles
it the wrong way. Stories about AIDS victinis
are usually’ played really big. Whenever a celeberty dies, we no longer want to pay tribute,
we want to read their obituary, and find out
what they really died of. And the so-called
AIDS education campaigns are doing the job.
The general public still holds the basic fears it
held five years ago.
I also think that the media tends to play up
the financial and medical needs of AIDS victims and that pisses off the general public.
AIDS victims are looked upon as burdens to
society that the ’general. straight population’
must provide for with their tax dollars."
Patrick: I’m not sure if you’re saying that
it s the lault of the media. or the government
for spending our tax dollars fir AIDS research.
or the fault of the disease itself. If the ’general.
straight population’ is pissed off. it’s because
they’re scared of dying.
If they think it’s not their problen). because they are straight. then they’re ignorently
wron.g. because it’s everyone’s problem. Including. the media, and the government, and
the straights and the gays and the heterosexuals
and everyone else who lives on earth.
Brenda: I don’t think it’s anyone’s fault.
It s entirely up to the individual. Everyone has
nd ina.kes a choice about everything concerning their health. If you don’t have access to a
raincoat. don’t go out in the rain.
Patrick: I hope for the benefit of the raincoat salesman on a small scale, and for the survival of the human race on a larger scale. that
people who take showers think about their apparel before they get wet.
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Brenda Yesko and Patrick Nolan are
Daily staff tiriters

Columns

Signed columns are written by members.
of the Spartan Daily staff. They express the
opinion of the writer only and not the view-.
points of the newspaper staff or department al
journalism and mass communications.
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Son of Bing Crosby
finds he has no money,
kills himself with gun
Linsey ran out
of inheritance
1.0S ANGEI.FS
Crooner Bing
ishy ’s min I .indsay yy as battling alcoholism and depression when he got the
111,g inheritance had run out.
and that pushed hun over the edge to
stik kle. a family spokeswoman said
His body . bearing a gunshot wound
to the head, was found Alonday at his
condominium in (..alabasa, where he
was being treated for his di ink inr pro,-

lein. said ’amity stkikesvainian Marilyn
Reiss
A post inortein to ollk tally deter
the wuse 01 death wa, scheduled
tor today . said Bob 1)ambacher, spikes wroner
man tor the
Lindsay M at. Ilt.! youngest (if four
sons Mint
aiishy. the legendary
singer ot "kAllite Christmas.- and
Dixie Lee (’rosby
The elder Crosby . who also starred
with Bob Hope in a series of priptilar
"Road- pictures. died of a heart attack
at age 7.1 in 1977. Mrs. Cnishy died ol
cancer in 1952.

Former Santa has AIDS
11)S AI :MS ( ’al
AI’) The
I ns Aliiis ktiTIF\
has launched
an II )S
anon et tern after learn UP: ’I (IN \
’,lit member will no
play Santa in the (it y
1111,1111,11
lits.ause lie is lir
ied ith the All)S y irus, club Oficial. said
Wahei Singer. a CiV it: leader
dubbed "Nlr I 0, Alios." revealed
Ins tiindaion
fluaisdaY at a local
meeting 01 the mternational busine,
and serY ice clufa
In response, die club has launched
an Ohm to tell all !total ians that ay.
\ ndrome
mined 11111111.11ki

can hit anyone. The club will use a
25-minute videotape of messages
from Singer and others to spread the
word to Rotary International’s estimated I million members.
*We represent the establishment,
and we see a need to get going to do
something to light this disease. said club spokesman Steven Gruber.
lbe anti( nuicement
twil
weeks after the AIDS-related death
of the club president’s son. said
( inther
"It’s kind of shocking to us.- lie
added. "AIDS is coming home to
the suhurh, ’

SpartaGuide
TODAY
Academic Vice President’s Ottice: Open
Forum. Dr Warren Furumoto. candidate.
Associate Academic Vice President.
Undergraduate Studies. 3 p m . Engineering
Building (Room 287) Call 924-2400
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Alliance:Christmas
Party.430 pm to630pm.SU
Costanoan Room Call 236-2002
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting. noon.
Campus Christian Center.
Phi Gamma Delta: Comedy Night. 8 p m. lo
10 p m Admission $4 Morns Dailey
Auditorium Call 279-9514
SJSU International Programs Office:
Information meeting on California State
University s International Study Program
last chance of the academic year). 1.30
pm to3pm.and 7pm to8 prn.SU
Costanoan Room Call 924-2482 or 2794575
MEChA Posada. 6 p m to 8 p m . Chicano

Library Hesource Center, Walquist Library
North 307 Call 275-8033
SJSU Women’s Resource Center Stress
Reduction Workshop. noon to 1130 p m .
Adm 223 Ca11924-6500
FRIDAY
San Jose State Folk Dance Club
(beginners welcome): International Folk
Dance Class. 8 p m to 9 p.m (teaching), 9
p m to 10 30 p m (requests). WomerVs
Gym. Spartan Complex (Room 89) Call
293-1302 or 287-6369
SUNDAY
Campus Ministry:Sunday Worship
Lutheran 9 a.m (only this Sunday I,
Catholic 6.30 p m and 8 p m , Campus
Christian Center Chapel (10th and San
Carlos) Ca11298-0204
OTHER
Jewish Student Union Chanukah in San
Francisco. Friday. Dec 22. 3 p m . meet at
the Bank Tellers on campus Call 286-1531

Daily Digest
Yesterday
A state audit
the Student ’mon Recreation and Events Center
li s heed) put on hold while the Calif orn la State University sx stem
cc k s restitution for the project’s million dollar cost overruns.

Today
’The California State lIniversity Chancellors office mandates that
I ’ schools have an AIDS Education Committee, hut has no direct
14)1- the committees.

10 Years Ago
I 11 re er.al ot an earlier decision. the San Jose City Council voted
, 1 in 1;1% or of t:hanging 10th and I I th Streets into two-way streets.
\ I an x people on the council believed it would he beneficial to the
unixersity area in that it would slow traffic down and bring a
eaidential air to the campus community.
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( .101h)
trey, Kathryn
Grant in 1957 and they had two boys
and a girl
Monday’s death stunned Lindsay’s
actor-hrothei iary . said family spoke,
man Marilyn Reiss.
"Gary said to me, ’... I knew he wa,
upset hut we were all upset and %e’re
all upset together.
I never would
have figured in a million years that
Lindsay would have heen the guy to do
Nls
said
She ,aid the brothers were informed
on Noy . .11) that their inheritance. v)hich
was planned by their mother 45 yea’,
ago and based on investments III CIL&
011, %WSW( Milking money anymore.
"The laviv et. and accountants told
them that there %vas a glut on the market
tor crude oil.’ she said
The inheritance pro% ided a regular in
come lor the brother.. which included
twins Dennis and MAIM (’rosby
"It was not humongous hut IT eCT
,1110Werl all tour hoys, to live corn
timahb
Reiss salt].
"(iary said to me that Lindsay
problem is that he is tiki good and [Ma
he is it NV.
kind. gentle gitv . and
maybe he Thotild li.o.e been meaner be
cause may be he could have taken flit%
blow." NI, Reis, said
His ’anion, lathe’ was long know
one ol America’, pre eminent
Crosby ’s 1910 Ivo, a,
men. but
-Going
Own \Nay ." portrayed the
elder Crosby as a le,, than-twice’ par
cnt Whit V. :1‘. steni disciplinarian
Lindsay Crosby tA ,IS
three
times. His first marriage was to dance’
Barbara Frederk k son. Ile also P. Lid SO:
retary. Janey Schwan/ before many mg
forrner IVIiss Alaska STISall Marlin
I and,ay ( ’rushy supported his brothel
at the time 01 its publication hut hail
iti IIN
tempeied y
"I neyer eype,ted allection trom my
father so it didn’t bottle’ me,- he mica.
told an 1111VIA [elk a

Train derails,
spills diesel,
blocks road
I WRII.AA1
I
eight cars ol a
Southern
treight tram derailed
carl N’ednesday in rural Butte County.
spilling at least I rain gallons ot diesel
tuel and blocking a country highway
[here were no reports 01
and
the cause of the derailment was not
known
Highway Patrol dispatcher Kathy
/lodges said Ilk! accident occurred about
1.40 a in near Durham. a small fanning and ranching winmunity about 160
miles northeast Ili Sr1111-raiicim.1)
The irain carried lumber. fertilwer
cheinkals. (.1ilonfle and (other Lommercial goods. the CHP said
The derailed cars blocked a second
ary highway linking Chico and 1)urham
Ilie diesel luel apparently leaked
one or the locomoto es. Hodges
that there were no leaks
She
t tom the tanker Las. and that a gasoline
line nevi to the Irak k appeared to he III1
damaged.

SJSU Students...
Second Semester Basketball
Season Ticket Mini Packs
Student Price Just $17.
7:30 PM

Jan. 25 vs NEW MEXICO STATE

Jan. 27 vs CAL-STAIE LONG BEACH 7:30 PM

S.7SU
STUDENTS

GIVETOE
GUT
THAT LASTS..
SPARTAN
BASKETBALL
SEASON
TroemMINI-PACK

Feb. 10 vs UTAH STATE

3:30 PM

Feb. 17 vs FRESNO SIAM

3:30 PM

Mar.

1 vs U.C. IRVINE

7:30 PM

Mar.

3 vs U.C. SANTA BAREiARA

7:30 PM

Packages available at the
Spartan Ticket Office (4th & San Carlos).
For more information call 924 -FANS.

Next Home Game Saturday,
December 23 at 7:30 PM vs Idaho State.

SJSU Today
Prof. Brown’s wife dies
Funeral serY ices ys ill be held I hur,
day tor Maureen Ann Brown who died
Sunday. of heart tailun:. She was 51
She is STIR 1\ hy her husband. I kti
nis Brown, lormer chairman of the
SJS1.1 department journalism and mas,
communications
She is also sury ’veil by her (. hildren.
Kathenne. Laura and INkigla, lir (iwn,
to
all of San Jose: she %vas the
Therese Styers. Celia Nom
naugh. Irene O’Brien and Pat I klphey .
all (it Iowa. Betty Ohem of NN’isconsin,
and Michael Cavanaugh ol Stockton.
Brown was hum in Iowa. and grad
wiled rinn the amersity of Iowa She
taught elementary school in her home
state Mr seyt3:11 Nearry She lived in San
Jose Mr 21 years. with her husband who
now teaches journalism. after heading
the department f or I 9 \ ears.
Family and Inends may Y
W’ednesday. from nixin to 9 p.m.. at the
Chapel of the Hills, 615 N. Santa Crui
Avenue. Los (
Graveside SerVICeS Will he held
Thursday at I a.m. at lAis Gatos Memorial l’ark, 2255 Los Gatos -Almaden
Road. San Jose
A 2 p.m. memorial service will also
he held Saturday at Almaden Valley
United Churab of l’hrist. 65K1 ( ’,mitten
Ave.. San Jose

come to Spartan Bookstore
for a little holiday magic
1$!!!P 005-

%Nell turn

sour

books into

CASH!!!
It g ill 11

1.1T

Sell Your Books
Back
For Up To

50%
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JASC takes applications
’the Japanese-American Students
Conlerence ilASC) is now accepting
tor
1990 program Forty
American titio.coat students chosen
11101 C01111110111011 110111 LIITIWTSIIICN Mid
colleges annul(’ the llnitied States will
he selected in March. 19,81 to participate in a monthlong travel conlemence
with an equal number (it Japaquese students.
The JASC exchange takes place in
July and August and alternates countries each year. The 1990 conference
mil take place in Anchorage. Seattle
and San Francisco At the completion
of the Conference. the America anti
Japanese delegates v, each elect 10
students to he the
lees fir the 1991 program that wall take
place in Japan.
JASC is a non-prolii exchange organization open to any hill -time university
student. freshman through Ph.D canidate. who is a I .S citi/en or who has
permanet resident status
Intimnation on the plogram and application fonns may he Named hy
%A riling. calling or faxing requests II, the
Japan-American Student Conference.
W, ISth Street. N.W.. NN’ashington
D . 1011061 Tel 1202) 286-1131 or
lax (20.2)789-K265.
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ENTER
(Jur; "SPARTAN BOOKSTORE PLAYS SANTA"

CONTEST

GET ONE ENTRY FORM FOR EVERY BOOK YOU SE LT
DRAWINGS HELD DAILY!!!!

*WIN*
SONY WALKMEN, CLOCK RADIOS, CALCULATORS, MINI-SPE AK Fr IS,
SEIKO TRANSLATORS. SEIKO SPELL- CHECKE.RS,
MICRO CASSETTE NOTEBOOKS, BATMAN VIDEOS. WORE!’

**$500 GRAND PRIZE**
-

DEPOSIT 1NTRIES INSIDE BOOK STORE

( )
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Sports

A Spartan year in sports: turmoil, triumph
By Robert Mallard
and Tony lercado
Daily staff writers
irrompirata told ll’inibled time.%
I

WIWI

fel Ceti

SpiWWI

athletics

in 19NY

iOri

0. trth,/11. SJSU sports
ligikrti tip in 1984) (IA 1110eh

sieve’
it%

ii(11

411’0 during the (Icy

17 eat iliquake

IteAIM(’ these set -

bit, Ls.

number td Spartan

which,

set

s, hoot

record.%

and

than, ipated Oil r/t1//0r/(///.1’
11.11Ma.

Spartatt teata entered the Top
tfolls and (wooled non: mol
recagaition ill Variety 01 it 01S.
Sp0e1(10

af

’OM -

dare/tit the basketball
team’ s IO-player walkout.

1111.01M 1101

The baseball team entered the
2t) poll%

1

, e, oi,1

Ism’

and

straight

school-

games

on

Leading Spartan judo player Das id NVilliants and several team
mates participated in World Games trials.

i1.1

%( hold’ s second 40tt
wthtm. lkspile ft% vast site: c%, it wits tletiled tin .\:( ’AA
%ill%

the

10

The

men’

1970.

Feb. 7: Men’s hasehall team defeats
1)avis 4-1 in 10 innings to up their
reconl I() K-0 and set a school mark.
Their win streak reaches 11 games.
Feb. 8: Head softball (mach Kathy
Straham with nearly 100 coaches and
students representing minor sports programs. demanded at the Associated Stu1r0/eIl
dents meeting that $11/0,11110

gy////lii tht

season as a lap 20
flatiottalls ranked team lar the
tarsi time th SJSI’ how’s .
In women’ s
’,mastics, K its%
iller shattered almost every M-

’noshed the

an

.101001

s,

reroids

eat Is

record.
were

Team

11111(111V released.

broken

Felt. I: Three Spanan basketball
players agreed to end their boycott and
pay their share ot restitution payments
tor legal fees and a Super Bowl Party in
order to he eligable Mr next season.
Feb. 16: Johnny Johnson scores a career high 23 points and grabs 12 rebounds in the Spartans 95-66 loss to
UNI.V He %%mild finish the season as
the teant.s leader in rebounding, field
goal
from both two and three
point ranges and assists His 11.2 scor
mg as erage %%mild ht! the team’s second
highest mark hehind Craig McPhere

1. (Immo-%

The ludo team linislted second
notionally.
Sophomore
sias not mil%
Gollins;

golfer

Pot

the NCAA

Champion.

Ilitrst

Women’s

Inn

led

her

wen. Far head
.t/iir4 Gate,
IMS his second at three scars .
The SJSI.’ football WWII WaS
team to a till,.

die

leader

pel:101-

11eA.

Plashed the
%cumin rafacd wean.’ nationally
Sheill00

SIM’S

1111-100 01 ’1( itilitung yards.
The

basketball

1hr 1101100
10

21

team

extended

s

gottn’s

Sn’efik
before

defeating

University 70-69
last second basket dna .freethrow. Three different teams and two different
coaches were
part al the ill Teta% Chrtstiati

1

Ike 22. 19/0t: Spaitaii lady hoopsters
Jody Vaia:_and latuara lame are injured
in an automobile accident and an. lost
loi the season
Jan. 3, 1989: 1 he wen ’s basketball
team deleats 1 ( )1’ 76-72 I.he game
ssould sets,. as a milestone in Spartan
basketball histors
ssould he Bill Ber
rs’
at ’OM .111(1
Spanans.
last ’dor) until
\ CAA leading 21
games and 11 months.. later
Jan.111: While standing on the Sail
lose (
tenter steps. 111 SJSC basketball plas els atitiotince al an int ’vomit:
conlcreticc thal the!,
hos
the leant unless Coach Berry is
bred I he players Alums! that Berry
vs as yerhally ahnsive. 1,14/ ;legalise. mixt. and contributed 10 the lack of cone that had sssept oYer the team
Mental silicify had twill sultered sant
4,111i pl.oers
I to Cal State
.lan. 19: !terry base..
Fullerton wilt his -Nevi. Spartans.- a
team t. 1,11SISling Itt IOU! flk,ihall 1111)1.1%.
tion-boconing
Shillefll
anti

s a basketball player in the
spring of 1489, Johnny Johnson pro% tried ss irk- body muscle
:11, a rebritinder.

Pat thirst won the individual
marten’s NC11 golf championship and led her team to the national title as well.
82 Hi
.lan. 22: S 1St basketball players attended a parts go en hy San Francisco
.1110111C(
\ le11111 Bell,
It v.as deterM, the Nu 1,\ that the play_
mined
ers reeeised extra hellehls FrI/111
I101 a(allahle 11, the general student
body
.lan. 29: lbe "Ness Spartans" play
for ilk last lune at home hut lose 77-60
Feb. 2: Boycotting players Da% id
Hon" ay and Angelo Eoccia end boy Ct,11 and negotiate their return 10 die
111,1er,

1,,,e

lealll

Feb. 3: Hollass ay and hiss la are
regulations
and are denied readmitance to the team
Remaining eight players otter to return
to team despite !terry presence if he is
monitored hs an outsider lliey are denied
Feb. 4: Wimens es timast11.’S team
set a school record \salt team t.t.’111Y 01
181 5 in their In meet against VSH
and lit,ISe Stale S111/111/11101e Rm.
Miller set three school records in her allaround ,421,11... balance Ivan). and enc.% en bars
VICIta
...\\1111 le(1111
1.he
nous tor the second straight meet in
their 161-76 vs in over
Santa Cni,
li %souk] not only he their final vichuy
ot the season hut Jack Mutimer’s
as the Spanan mentor
SJSrs basketball team narrowly
misses .1 % ictory %%hen Johnny Johnsons
pass 10 center Mike PU/ar was intercepted hy I ong Beach State center John
11,11cui viith
seconsIs remaining in the
arid the sCtlre 511 54 long. Beach
held on for a 5g 54 %loin.
Feb. 5: Spartan baseball team syseeps
a douhle header Iron) Cal Poly to up
Mei les old to 7.0. its hest start since
111(111(1 111 %II/1,1111,11M %CNA

COUPON -

2 forl
ESPRESSO
*Special Orders
* Magazines
*Books
*Cards
*Espresso I3ar
Open Every Day
*Gallery
Mon. 7 5:30prn
noes/Thum. 7 0prn
Fr1./Stit. open until lopro

L 1318 Lincoln Ave. Sandose

GLEN
TOLER
286 39141

Feb. 17-18: Eight members of the
SJSU Judo lean) competed in the
World Tnals in Colorado Springs
1)avid Williams. team coach Mike
Swain, Dan Htatio. Mike Manning, Al hen Acena. Joe Wanag. Tammy Tokuhara and (’hnstine Penick all participated.
Feb. 111: Johnny Johnson’s missed
tree Mons sends the men’s basketball
team into overtime before losing to Cal
state Fullerton at Ille 1111//er 71)-69 llve
identical score v. ill later have an hisioncal impact on the program.
Feb. 20: Spanan baseball team earns
a spot in the Top 211 polls They are
ranked 111th hy both the Collegiate
Baseball E.SPN and Baseball America
ratings.
Feb. 21: Baseball leaIll defeats Stanford tor their 13th consecutive win of
the season and I htli straight overall
Worikm’s minivan team opens the
season ssirh doubleheader syseep of Cal
State Sacramento 1110 HMI 1.1 WOreS
14 74 and 4- I
Feb. 23: Junior toruard lora Ales,ander scored 27 points and grabbed 20
rebounds in the 1 ady Spartan., last % lctory since lks. 10 aikl sit the year
S.IS1’ defeated l’CSB 61-61 They
ysould inn v. in again until their victory
riser Southern l ’tah Stale
Feb. 24: Replacement team imls to
win in the teant’s last gaine escr al the
Civic Center. They lose 70-62 against
Utah State Spanan all-time leading
scorer Ricky Berry’s nunther is retired
in a halftime Cere1111111
Feb. 25: SJSU establishes a school
record Itith % ictory and 15th straight for
the season in a 5-4 decision oyer l’Sl.
The %%omen.% softball team syseeps
double header from Santa Clara to up
their record to 4-0.
Feb. 28: San Joses baseball team
loses their irst game of the 198,0 season
16 tries and ends the nation’s leading
vrin streak at 18 The Spartans could not
conquer their tiny Ysith Santa Clara l’ni
sersity in the 3-2 decision.
%larch 8: The most controversial
basketball season (5-231 of all-tinw
came to end vs ith 64-h0 loss to Fresno
State in the first round ol the Big uest
Tournament It ssas
car marked hy a
player hoy011 and the %stint losing sea
min in I g
March 16: Bill Berry . SJSC’s head
kethall coach. is fired He
compiled a 142-144 overall record over
In years. Athletic Director Randy Holtman stated at a press conference that
the player boycott earlier in the season
did not play a role in the decision
March 111: The %sown.. golf team is
ranked sixth out in 130 teams in the
country
March 24: Athletic Director Randy
Holtman rules that lour athletes u ho
participated in the 18 player boycott.
%ill not he alloy% ed to return Mr the
1984.941w:eon
March 27: Koss Miller and Cheri
Sanwri. members of the vsomen’s gymnastics team. qualified tor the NCAA
Western Regional Gymnastics Championships \Idler is the Spartans’ top
ranked individual alfaround panicipant
going into the tourney
April 1: Gymnasts Koss Miller and
Cheri Sams’) miss qualitying for the
NCA A triumament

April 3: SJSI. ineirs
team finishes season ranked iVt) in a
national poll It vsas the first trine in the
school’s hislin) that the team has lin
ished ranked in the lop Isserit).
April 4: Firmer lInnersity rit Southern California basketball coach Stan
Morrison is called upon to head the
1984-911 men.. basketball team "I’m
not a miracle vsorker.- he said. ’This is
going to he a step-hy -step process. April 15: Spanan sophomore lefthanded pitcher lkinme Rea pitched the
first nine -inning no-hitter in school history with a 44) victory over the University of Pacific.
Nlay: The SIMI
golf team finished second behind Fresno State in the
Big West Tournement The Spartans
went on to the Western Regionals hut
did not qualify’ for the NCAAs.
May I: SJSt "s women’s golf team
captures third straight Big West tourna
ment championship
May 2: SJM. loothall coach Claude
(When declares star running hack
Johnny Johnson AWOL after he missed
a month of spnng practice. "I don’t
know where he is... Gilbert said. John
son was the No. 2 all-purpose running
hack in the country’ in 19811.
May 5: The Softball team defeated
COP 2-1.
May 7: The lAdy Spartans lost a
double header to llOP to finish 3626.
the team’s hest mark in Iwo seasons.
The Wahl broke 52 records during the
course of the season_ Pitcher Gale Dean
hn)ke six records including nine shuts.
28 complete games and 191 strikeouts
Ikan finished with a 22-13 mark. She
11,11% the tirst Spanan to ever break the

’FLOWERGARDEN
FLORIST
ForMaIS
-Deliveries
Arrangements
977-1660

141.."4,71.;"
-%"(

All credit cards
accepted over phone.

20 win tmuii
Dunng the course of the season coach
strahahn picked up her 101kh career
(or) She via. also goen Big West Co
Coach of the Year honors.
In softball. Noleana Woodard and
Janice Richner %sere named 1-11N1 team
All Big West . Tittany Comclus and
11.1111ell It, the s4:1:
Angie I aolagi
as go en
1111(1 let1111 and Gale Dean u
honeriible minion ,t,i1 tis
May 12: Head hasehall coach Sam
Piraro gamed his I (111111 career v. in in an
ti -3 thrashing ot CC -Santa Barbera at
Municipal Stadium. Pitcher Dave Tell See REV/E14’, page 5

A
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Dine ’Fellers was the leading
pitcher on a Spartan baseball
team that won 18 games oser
t vt to seasons before losing.

1:(1

11
h

111

Self

Service

Centel-,

DO IT YOURSELF AND SAVE!
Install and .conflgure or repair your own computer!
our highly trained technicians will help you install or repair your computer
at our self service center, with complete access to our Equipment and
accessories. Dealer and end -users are welcome -an excellent opportunity
to install your computer to resell to your friends!!
AT System
12MHz XT System
$165
$75 286/12 Motherboard (OK RAM)
Motherboard (OK RAM)
$350
Chassis (50W power supply) $65 3865X 16M11z Motherboard (OK)
sew
165 386/20 Motherboard (OK RAM)..
360K floppy drive & cable
$800
$25 386/25 Motherboard(OK RAM)
84 Keyboard
555
$25 Standard chassis
256K DRAM Se
200W Power supply
$50
Accessories for both XT & AT lot Keyboard
$35
$75
5.35 1.2 MB floppy drive
Mono card
dual
3:1Interleave
controller
575
$75
Mono moniter
$85
$90 1:1 Interleavedual controller
EGA Card
$320
EGA Moniter
$320
16 bit VCA card
I FREMONT!
880
$140
VGA Moniter
NCRTI-1
S475
Multiscan moniter
nixoN I ANDING RD.
$35
1/0 card
e.70
$82
1.44/3.5" floppy drive
NSON C’t
5245
XT 20 MB hard disk
JACKLfl:
AYT 20 MB hard disk..... ......... $195
RVI(1’
$425
68 MB hard disk
$590
72 MB hard disk
$1100
150 MB hard disk
237
$395
,14Mil hard disk (25ms)
Special
386 33M1 lz Mother (OK)._
$1500
DOMINO COMPUTER SELF SERVICE
5% Off if you bring in this ad
SOUTH BAY CENTER
97h 1 lanson Ct MtIpttas, CA 9sas
1,11t,ject to thangtt wtthout nobt
(408)946-6991
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Basketball team puts end to a long, long drought

REVIEW, Iron, 1,140 4
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875
875

ers also tied a school iecord. set in
1971, with his 12th victory.
May 15: It was reported that Minns
Johnsonhad rejoined the Spartan loot
hall team.
May 27: The women’s golf team
wins their second National Championship in under three years at the Stanlord
University Gill Course. Pat Hurst
grabbed the individual championship
with a Mur-day total of 292 and a two
shot victory over the University of Artzona’s Susan Slaughter. Spanans’ Denise Philbnck and Dina Animaccapane
finished ninth and 151h, while Henri
Hustler and Eva Dah!hack finished further down the pack.
June: The SJSU baseball team. depite posting the hest record in the
school’s history at 40-19, is snubbed hy
the NCAA
a post season bid.
The following Spanans were named
to the second team All -Big West Donnie Rea, Dave Tellers and Eric Booker.
Jack Wilmer resigns as head swim
coach. He refused ill comment on why.
’The team compiled a 2-9 record for the
season. In his nine years his teams
posted a 27-63 mark.
Aug. 14: Former Spartan hasketball
standout Ricky Berry, who was a three time All-American and holder of nine
SJSU records, is found dead in his

home in Cannichael Cause of death
was listed as a suicide
Aug. Former Heisman Triphy candidate Mike Pere/ returned to his alma
matter as an assistant coach of the Spartan loothall team
%%lune Kaillubek. a former swimming assistant at the University of Nevada at I.as Vegas. accepted the head
coaching position at SJSU.
Sept. 23: Running hack Johnny
Johnson Jr. scores tour touchdowns to
lift SJSU to a 41-32 sictory over the
University of Pacific Fle hecame the
first Spanan to score three touchdowns
in one quaner
Ininically it would he his final appearance in Spartan Stadium.
His father scored three touchdowns in
a 21-$ victory. over BYU exactly 29
years ago to the date.
Sept. 25: The women’s volleyball
team is ranked 19th by the American
Volleyball Coaches Association poll.
Sept. 30: The Spanan football team
outscored South Bay rival Stanfonl University in a 40-33 shootout.
Spanan 1.yneil Mayo was named Big
West I klensive Player of the Week his
nerformance against the Cardinal.
Against Stanford he accumulated 10
ackles. five of them solos, four sacks
aid forced a fumble.
In the same contest fellow linebacker
and mommate Everett I ampk ins had 13

AKE

Johnny Johnson. a star foothal
player in 1988. is kicked off the
1989 tram.

Twice waived,
Holmoe is
49er again
Associated Press
Safety Tom HOinkle, Wilt/ v.a.
waived by the 49ers twice this season.
was re-signed Wednesday . officials
said.
The 49ers waned rookie wide receiver Mike Barber to make mom on
the roster for Ho
according to the
team.
Hohnoe will be MAXI MI the 49ers
!tickle defense. which w ill use six defensive backs against Buffalo on Sunday. Holintie is in his sixth NH. season
and was signed it) help replace Tim McKyer and Ene Wright who are ota with
groin strains
Late in training camp. Militate sul
tered a pulled hamstring was was let go
He was signed again on Sept. 27 and released Nov. 10 The second tone. he
%US suffering calf. knee and hamstring
pmblems and had twit scratched from a
game against Nev. Ode:m.0n Nov. ift
According to Holmoe. the law An
geles Rams called him in recent weeks
and offered him a tryout but he decided
he "just didn’t want to pursue it." he
said.
Wednesday decision was Me second Mite this season that Barber. a
tounh-round draft pick. has been cut.
lite N10111.111:1. who didn’t practice in
Wednewhis ’s light workout. said his
playing status for Sunday will depend in
part on whether he could be hee 01 pain
without another intection
hether I
’’’Thats the ctincent.
should lune more shots... he said

No more beer sales
at Eagles games
not he S4/1t1 al coik cssion stands during
Philadelphia Eagles games the rest til
the season in an attempt 10 control
rowdy tam. a vending compain exec
iiiise said
had :11.ked
The Eagles and the
Ogden -Allied to stop beer sales because
they believed alcohol abuse helped to
cause snowball and icehall throwing and
brawling Sunday at the Dallas game

mnast Kriss
school record.

%filler

set

on
Julius Menendez coached his
last Spartan soccer team hefore
retirement .

tackles, a tumble recovery and broke
up a crucial fourth quarter pass. He also
ran back an interception for a 39-yard
touchdown.
Oct. 6: SJSU Women’s volleyball
team upsets #3 ranked Long Beach
State 15-13, 15-7, 4-15 and 15-K.
Oct. 7: A Bay Area Sweep falls shon
as SJSU’s football team loses to CAI.
26-21.
Oct.: Mark Gale. women’s golf
coach. is chosen to lead the United
States into the NCAA/United States Japan Collegiate Tournament in Tokyo,
Japan. Team members Pat Hurst and
Dina Animaccapne were also selected
to play on the national squad.
Oct. 14: The Spanan fixaball team,
depite only trailing 17-8 at the half. fell
to the powerful offense of the secondranked Miami Hurricanes in Florida 48I 6.
(ki. 17: EARTHQUAKE ROCKS
BAY AREA:
Johnson unexcusahly misses the first
of four Spartan football practices. His
whereabouts are unknown.
Oct. 19: Johnson shows up to practice momentarily on Thursday to discuss
hi% status with the team. At the time.
Johnson was one of the nation’s lading
reCelvers.
Gilhen wished to wait until the MI
lowing Monday to do so. The team CM barks to Long Beach for contest against
the Forty Niners. Johnson did not make
the trip.
Oct.21: ’The Post Johnny Johnson
Era hegins with SJSU’s 28-10 victory
over Long Beach State. ’The Spartan,
re -enforced their had boy image by par
ticipating in a bench clearing hrav.1
SJSU sakty Ryan Rasnick and nisei
Will Reed were ejected from the contest.
Oct. 2.3: Running hack Johnny John
son. alter sitting out spnng training and
missing a week of practice without an
excuse. was let go from the team. I’m
hanging up my cleats as a Spartan. said Johnson. Head coach Claude Gil
hen said. "It’s a decision based on what
I felt was hest for the team. now and in
the future."
Oct. 25: Widereceiver James Court
ney was dismissed from the football
team because ol "repeated diciplinars
problems," after being ejected from the
Long Beach pine by SJSU 4:ouches Mi
fighting. Courtney said that he was
treated unfairly the entire season he
cause he questioned "coaching deci
sions." Counney’s former coaches in
a sinuated that he was always a team
player and had good work ethics.

IMP‘

Move-

ii4A1111r

The Spartan women’s sw im team obtain
pool at the Rec Center.

despite numerous injuries throughout
his career.
Nov. 28: The following Spanans are
named to the first team All -Big West:
tailback Sheldon Canley, punter Jim
Hughes. defensive tackle George Muraoka, and linebackers Everett lampkins and Lyneil Mayo. Second team selections were wide receiver Kevin
Evans, offensive tackles Ara Derderian,
Pat Hinds, offensive guard Anthony
Gallegos, noseguard Boh Bleisch. linehacker David Moss. cornerback Paul
Rasnick and safety Ryan Rasnick.
Nov. 29: Dawnis Wilson is given
second team All -Big West honors in
volleyball. She led her team to a 14-13
record.
Dec. 2: The women’s volleyball team
gave up 3 straight matches to lose the
set to the University of Pacific in the
first round of the NCAA playoffs.
Dec. 3: Sport Magazine ranks the
SJSU baseball team 17th in its’ pre -season poll.
Dec. 4: Head basketball coach Stan
Morison suspends junior guard Tro!,
Batiste and freshman center Roben
Dunlap kir two games for violating unspecified "team rules."
Dec. 11: The longest basketball losing streak in the nation, 21 games.
ended when SJSU’s Troy Batiste sank
in a free throw with :02 to play to gist:
Sheldon Canley srt all -purpose the Spartans a 70-69 victory over Texas
rekickolT-return
and
running
Christian University. It was Stan Morn
cords for the 1989 Spartan son’s first win
head coach. "I’m so
happy
lOothall team.
said Morrison "I knew we

new coach and a new

would win one sometime. ’
In the NCAA/Japan Collegiate Golf
Tournament in Tokyo. Japan, SJSC’s
Pat Hurst and Dina Ammaccapane
helped catapult the United States to vis
tory. Hurst was voted the Most Valu
able Player of the tourney.
Dec. 13: The SJSt I’s women’s golf
team ended their fall season as the num
her one ranked team in the country .
lending National Champion Pat Hurst is
ranked number five and Dina Amnia..
capne is number 19.
Dec. 15: The Momson era will con tinue when the Spanans travel to Santa
Clara liniversity to take on the Broncos
All pictures Daily file photographs

DRMIA
JAI

low Now

MED
Best prices is
*New releases

town
weekly
Large selection
including Spanish
movies.
open 7 days a week
Ilam-9pm Sun-Thurs
!tarn- 10pm Fri -Sat
259 E. Williarn St.
San Jose, Ca 95112
(408) 294-2048

SPARTAN ATHLETICS
PRESENTS
"

WOKEN’S BASKETBALL
VS

MEN’S BASKETBALL
VS
DEC. 23 7:30PM

DAM STATE.
UNLV._ .......... .....

6 3:30PM

....

CAL-STATE FULLERTON -JAM 15 7:30PM

ANIIEUSER BUSC11 CLASSIC
(SANTA CLARA. MIAMI OF OHIO
ANI) PENNSYLVANIA) DEC. 28 &
29 6:00 & 8:00PM.
CAL STATF: FULLERTON

JAN.

2 7:30PM

JAN.

11 2:00PM

PACIFIC.

JAN. 20 3:30PM

U.C. 112V1NF

NEW MEXICO STATE

JAN. 26 7:30PM

U.0 SANTA BARBARA.

JAN. 13 2:00PM

FRESNO STATF

JAN. 2A 7:30PM

SAN DIEGO STATF

JAN. 25 7:30PM

IOME GAMES IN THE S.U.R.E.C.

Student Union
Extended Hours

ner’.

For Finals

.1
MEN’S GTIKNASTICS
SPARTAN OPEN
VS
WOKEN’S SWIMMING

December 17 - 22

lt1.1"
JAN . 6 9:00AM

Sunday:

Noon - 2 am

U.C. SANTA CRUZ

Mon

7 am - 2 am

110ME MEF:T IN 711E

Thu:

7

am - 5 pm

E.C. POOL

FREE ADNII &SION

STANFORD
CAL-BERKLEY
IOWA
CAL -STATE FULLERTON
U.C. SANTA BARBARA
CALGARY
JAN. 5 & 6 7:30PM
110ME MEF:T IN SPARTAN GYM
(4111 & SAN CARLOS)

Free Coffee will be served
courtesy of Spartan Shops
from 7:30 to midnight,
Sunday through Thursday

ENTERTAINMENT DURING
YOUR WINTER BREAK

Thorpe finalists named
Nathan
OKLAHONIA CI I (APi
LaDuke of Arizona State. ’Todd Ty&
of Notre Dame and Mark Carrier tit
Southern Cal were named finalists tor
the Jim Thorne Award for college foot hall’s hest defensive hack.

Oct. 28: SJSU tailback Sheldon Can ley rushes for 208 yards against New
State, boosting him into first
place national!) in all-purpose running
He also set a kick.olf return record with
a total id 6a4 yards. breaking the 19 year-old mark of 673
Nov. 4: Fresno State ends the Spartan’s chances Mr a Cal Bowl appearance with a heartbreaking 31-.30
win in Fresno. Quarterback Greg Centilli’s pass to fullback Don Togisala fell
incomplete on a conver.ion attempt in
the waning Minutes of the game
Tailback Sheldon Canley returned a
kickoff 97 yards.
Nov. 6: Defensive tackle George
Muraoka v.as named Big West lklensive Player of the week for his perlormance against Fresno State. Mu
raoka recorded a personal hest 12
tackles. 1 I for losses
Nov. 7: Julius Menendez, coach of
the men’s soccer team tor 36 seasons.
retired after his team’s 1-0 loss to the
University of Nevada at Las Vegas.
Mendez compiled an overall record of
295-202-43.
Nov. 25: 3,479 tans showed up at
Spartan Stadium to watch the fixaball
team close out their seamm with a 38-28
victory over the University of Nevada at
Las Vegas. It %le.. the lowest attendance
in this decade.
On a gtaid note, Kevin Evans caught
his 100th career reception ilS a Spartan

CALL (408) 924-FANS FOR INFO
Partially funded by ASSOCiated SfudentS

Spartan Dallyahursday , December I 4, I 9Ii9
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North Carolina State sacked with sanctions
it NI 1 1( di.
C API - Jun Val\ ano sass
..1.1
NOnh C.1111..
1111.1 Slale basketball coach. and players
111, team accepted blame tor the
S.11)01011\ 1111p1Kell On the program by
the N(’AA
’1 told you a long time agll anti 1.11
.11
again
being pan of the pobieni hong part 01 ilk. solution %kW. al, At imponant to
Said
1 Ilt,t1.1
after the program received a
two year probation that included a ban
nom posiseasiiii play next spring "1
hat e a commitment to young WOO(’
11C11:’ .111d 10
V1011111011..

all:111d1,d

Ilk’

IIIISUSC

complimoitary tickets and sneakers. the
NCAA said
The NCAA did not impose harsher
penalties, including a ban trom lele
t !skim because the school undenook its
ii corrective and punitive actions.
les Sirn. dire( (Of O1 1111taC111111% 101
’,lid
1111,

I,

Hill

lpiLal

maim ultra.

lions case that we usually deal with.
past teams." sophomore forward Tom
Sinn said "This is not a case where (iugliotta said Tuewlay night. "It was
theres acadenix. irregularities ’This is our ow n negligence
not a case v. here there :fie cash pay"We were 1111".111,. or weren’t too
ments
to athletes
concerned about how we were treating
The NCAA investigation. sparked by the ticket policy , so we sutler tor it
allegations of wrongdoing detailed in We never thought we were
.11I
kind
the hook "Personal Fouls." said that in 111 trouble I don’t think people intended
the tour year.. examined "there were as bid it
many as 650 erroneous designations’ of
"But the NCAA did what it had to
tickets intended tor players’ 1;1111111e’,
Wr’e think the NCAA treated us
and 111:11 -all eXCeSsIle number (il shoes
laii ly . that they were fair penalties
were issued with little or no mon to
Hie N(’AA punishment was ankeep track ol the shoes."
nounced Tuesday by N.(’ State ’menu’
Titkeis were sold or exchanged tor chancel’. it Larry fvlonteith.
lio was
merchandise valued up to S150. the pined at a news conlerence by Sinn.
NCAA said Shoes. valued at S75 a
Me sly violations uncovered in the
pair. were traded lor shoes and apparel N(AA incestigation. IWO NM: lleel111:11
ot equal value at a local sponing gixxls
WU,
the selling and misuse
in complementary tickets and the sale ol
store. the repon said
According to the players. it v.ris Mei? Athletic shoes.
ink II errors in lodgment and their own
’oate sources told rhe News
ill111111l10.1
.11
rules that led to and I lluer et ol Raleigh that an NCAA
the sanctions.
0010,11 ’mooned the school that the
"W’ere the cause. not anyone trom Cl/11111111We
11111.101011S 111,1\ riot 11.1lre

Oakland A’s sign
veteran pitcher
catcher-utility man
OAKIANI) (AP)
Hie Oakland
’mimed the signings 01 veteran pitcher Scon ’,Anderson and catcher-utility man Jamie Quirk on N (Attie. (lay
As Vice President Sandy Iklerson said Sanderson will add depth to the terim’s pitching staff. and
noted that Quirk impressed the Athletic, with his experience and ability during a brief stint tt ith the hallclub
last season.
Sanderson SF14.411 111C 1.1S1
Seil.0111 pitching tor
the (’hicago Cubs. alter spending his hist lite years in
the major leagues with Montreal Hie 33 -year-old
tight -hamlet- was 11-9 Mr the Cubs last year, with a
1.94 ERA in 37 games, 2.1 starts.
Quirk, 35. opened last year Mr the New York
Yankees.
%las signed by the A’s to a AAA contract in Tacoma. Ht. played there 14 games hefOre
heing recalled by the A’s in June He was released in
late July and signed by. the Baltimore Orioles.
lie finished with 47 games overall and a .176 av.,.i12e, plus one homenin and 10 RBI’s.
The A’s also announced Wednesday that shortsop
Walt Vv’eis underwent arthroscopic surgery. last weekend to remove frayed candage from the knee he hurt
last Slay He is expected to he ready Mr the start ot
spring training.

0’
r’
/’

’We were unaware, or
weren’t too concerned
about how we were
treating the ticket
policy, so we suffer for
it.’
Tom Gugliotta,
N.C. State player
ordered the 19911 tournament sanction.
only. the two-year probation. had there
not been repeated violations. Sources
said violations had continued after the
investigation was begun.
Asked about the ticket violations. junior guard Cris C’orchiani said: "We
can’t condone what we did. We’re the
ones to blame.
"We made mistakes. and v.e11 have
to pay Mr Mein All %le can do is try and
learnt from our mistakes

Neither Crugliotta nor Corchiani
would say whether they were guilty of
breaking ticket rules. .11.he N(..AA also
did not identity the players involved.
the coach maintained he had no
knowledge ot any violations
"We did not have any. individual in
any level ot our depanment who intended to violate any rule. hut we did
not have in phree the proper procedure
to ensure that no rules would he violated,’’ ’alvano said.
Monteith said there were no plans to
lire anyone. including Valvano. But he
declined to go e ’ al% ano a vote of confidence. and Vahan() said he wasn’t
surprised
"This is a matter on which Dr. Monteith and I have continuing discussions,"
he said.
Becky French. the university’s counsel. wild the violation was not sufficient
to void a contract pros ision under which
N.C.’. State would be obligated to pay
Valvano $500.1XX1 if he was tired.

Montana to start against Buffalo;
if Niners doctors give clearance
Associated Press

If the Buttalo Bills were hoping to get a
hreak and catch the San Francisco 49ers on Joe
Montana’s day oft. they may need medical assistance.
Coach George Seilen says he’s inclined to
start tvlontana on Sunday. but not without doctor’s clearance. Final word was expected tiiday.
It’s unlikely Mat the 49ers 12 21 would
risk serivus injury to Montana hy. having him
take all the snaps in the final two regular-season
games. While the Bills are in the middle of a
scrap for the AEC East title. the 1)ec. 24 game
against the Chicago Bears carries no play ot implications.
"I don’t think he has to play. every down
ot Kith ot these ballgames to he sharp tor the
final garne," Seden told reponers Tuesday, the
day after Montana amassed a club-record 45X
yards passing against the Rams.
Montana needed a conisone shot before
the Los Angeles game. which the 49ers won
30-27 to clinch the hometield advantage
through the playotls. But the next -to -last regu
lar-season game. w hile important to the Bills,
has no bearing on the 49ers’ postseason prospects.
"It’s a matter ot what’s the best thing lor
lin aS the
us right now or for him right 110W,

But Seifert is unlikely
to risk injury to his star
future of the club is concerned. Metlically we
have to answer that, and then weIl go from
there." Seifert said.
Steve Young, the backup uho abhors his
lob title, has actually completed a higher percentage of his passes than Montana. so the
49ers could rest Montana without risking wen that they "lay down like dogs" against
the Bills - the charge leveled by the Giants’
Phil Simms a year ago

Darryl Pollard vt as hurried badly by the
Rams in the first half and repined!). asked to
come out of the game. hut Seifert would not say
whether a healthy McKyer would he the shiner
ahead of him.
One game that’s likely to he on the 49ers’
minds as they prepare for the final tv.o tuneup
games is the 38.16 loss to the Rams at Candlestick Park in the season finale a year ago. Nothing V..1, riding on the outcome for San Francisco and the Rams had the incentive of needing
a win to nose out the Giants for a wild -card
henh. hence Sin1111%. "dlr... remark.
Seifert acknowledged that the 49ers were
"still a little hit on a cloud" and in an enviable
position, hut he vowed that there would he no
letdown.

Montana has completed 72 percent 01 Ins
passes 1261 Mr 365) lor 25 touchdowns with
"I think it’s important for us as a fixitball
seven interceptions. Young. who did not play
Monday, has connected on 77 percent of his team to maintain the momentum and the busithrows (49-64) tor live I Ds and oiw intercep- ness -like approach that we’ve had and to try to
he the hest team on the field on that panicular
tion
day the coach said.
Three other injured players will be hioked
before their injury status for Sunday is deter"We don’t want OW SlalklardS
mined: delensive end Pete Kugler and cor- down. We want to perfect and improve so we
McKyer anti Eric Wright. both can go funher in the playons than just 011e hallnerbacks
suttering from gn)in injuries.
garne.’

-rim

Michigan
coach
to retire
1)1A ROIT (API Ho Schembechler. college fixxhall’s wincoach, apparently
ningest
will step down as coach after
Michigan’s game against Southern California in the Rose Bowl
on New Year’s day.
Schembechler, who will remain as the Wolverines’ athletic
director. apparently will tum his
football duties over to assistam
Gary Moeller.
Schembechler, 60, told about
200 undergraduates in a sociology seminar Monday that doe,
tors have been urging him to step
down Mr health reasons. He has
undergone two hean bypass operations in 21 years at Michigan.
Three students in the class.
ho all %souk! speak only on condition of anonymity, said Scheinbechler’s retirement from coaching came up in respinse to a
question ahout the SI 2.5-million
Center of Champions building
under construction on the Ann
Arbor campus.
The building, housing meeting
nxinis an training facilities, is to
open next fall.
"flo was talking about how
plush the building would he. including the coach’s office. and
Bo said that he would never use
the coach’s office there. and that
there would he a different coach
then," one of the students said.
"Another student asked him who
his successor would he, and without blinking he said. ’Gary Moeller.’ "
Schembechler was out of the
office today. but a news confer.
ence was called for 5 p.m. at Ann
Arbor.
Schenthechler became athletic.
director July’ I, 1988, after Don
Canham reached the mandatory
retirement age of 70. Scheinbeater has been aided in his mitletic director’s duties by Jack
Weidenbach, who has been
fling the daily operation while
Schembechler
coaching.
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Life & The Arts
Odyssey I, billed as "the Ras
4rea’t largest New Year’s EV!
party,’ ’ will be held in the new San
lose Convention Center, located at
150 14. San Carlos St. in downtown
San Jose. .4 wide variety of both entertainment and fomls will be at this
event, including seven musical acts,
such as local favorites Zasu Pitts
Memorial Orchestra, Papa Doo
R1411 Run and The Dynatones, in
fis’e ballrooms. Food will be provided by eight San JOU’ restaurants.
Tickets are $.15, with a portion of
the proceeds going to March of
Dimes. Tickets available through
HASS, and doors open at 7 p.tn.

vance by calling (4011,1 736-092/.
!
The Last I.augh, located at 150 S.
First St. in San Jose sin the Pavilion Shops), will be holding a black tie affair. With proceeds bessefitting
the Santa ClaraCounty chapter of
the Red Cross, tickets are a costly
SIMI. Scheduled comedians include
Chicago .Sieve Barkley, Kai Clark
It) invent .1. Oddii
and Karen White. Showtime is N
Datiy staff writer
p.m., and reservations are its be
Viotti old) a little more than tut) made at least two weeks its advance
%seeks left in the teat. man), nightclubs by calling (408)292-6242.
around the hat are gearing up for their
yearend c clef)! at it ins
Those preferring to celebrate New
And the South Bat is no exception. Year’s Eve with music will want to
unit a taw) 01 Lucius happening to check out The Cactus Club on 417
stiii the tastes 01 evertone looking for a S. First St. in San j 111e . Scheduled
place to part) \411112 et1U111111g doV4111112 to rock met the’ old and roll in the
hoar.. It) a nett year and a 110\ tleeade new are’ The Dickies, The Frontier
(Note: all etents listed below. lake Place Wives and Bug. The’ show begins at
Ge, 111
9...(0 p.m. Tickets are 146, and are
avaiMble at BASS or at the door. /8
Those who wish to giggle out the and older with ID.
old year and laugh its the Ite IV can
(Mend
sPelild .Vew reur’s Eye
party at Rooster T. Feather’s, lo- Ilse Oasis, located on 200 N. First
cated at 157 W. El Camino Real in St. as Nan Jose, has planned a
Ste nnyvale. The featured comedians "New Decade Dance," which will
will be Denny Johnston, Sie
B. have DJ dance music. Favors, apand Jose’ Simon. .ShoW% are at 8:30 petizers and champagne will be
p.m. and 10:.10 p.m. Complimen- available. Tickets are’ $15 and can
tary champagne and party favors be purchased through HISS. Doors
will be available at both shows, and open as N
resers’atians must by made ito ad-

Year-end
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Hard -Rocking Women
ladoets and music met ail in Salt Luse Slag(’ ( 01111Pall.).% hi( PrImlud!"!!
killer% House, it cs.’ Pictured are some til the original cast members’.
I mit 1101: 1111 AI
Jeftra Cook. Back row (left ill right t: Anne
I
.11111011 mi \tiller and Bridget houalt’itk.

Local housewives still
revolting in Stage Co’s
long-running show
l’\

I

\ 1,1

\

t

pot
.1114:11..111l.11.. }

10 1112

.I1 1Iin

Nom I

( oin

That’s the thew tune tor a punk
hand called the Angi Ilouseu it es."
aid also the lige of the San 111Se Stage
Company’s uild production about
romp of "thirtymtmething--ish
,h
11110100111W
r"
1111/.1 Ille btlIS

Drama Profile

The enduring show
has been held over
four times.
Originally scheduled
to end last June after
eight weeks,
"Housewives" will
now officially run
until Feb. 3.
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mmigration Law
Law offices of Paul M. Heller
specializing in

This week’s box
office favorites
These are the week’s highest -grossing motion pictures:
I -The War of the Roses."
2. "National Lampoon’s Chnstmas
Vacation,’

Labor Certification and
Work Visas
Alsolamily visa/US spousal cases;
change to student (E-1) status
Now !kindling
Personal Injury/Accident
Cases
. I 1

1

I

1 I

,

(415) 291-8000

*sursing

’Christmas Vacation’ offers little
to make moviegoers jolly

ng
to

ise
hat
ich

So have a fun -filled, happy. and safe
1990...and remember. don’t drink
and drive.

3 ’Back to the future Pan IL’.
4 -She Detil.’
5 -Steel Magnolias
-Harlem Nights.’
7
I he Little Mermaid.
If
ook Who’s falking.9 ’’Pramer.’
10 -All Dogs Go to licaten.
SOURCE. 111C ASSIS iated Press

631121121.4.121t19
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One mat get the feeling there are
some scenes which have been accidenwilt cut from this film.
Randy Quaid reprises his Rile Inim
"National Lampoon.). European Vat:atton. as Clark’s country cousin, Eddie
and pays a tut-prise ’sit it) the Grit%%olds’ home uith his
Quaid
again gives a good portrayal of a country bumpkin and even manages to save
Clark from his Christmas blues brought
on h) the Scrooge til. the movie Clark’s hots. who refuses to give hit
empltitecs Christmas bonuses.
As the third installment of Natitmal
I X11110011 saga featuring the Grisuold
lamilt Chrisimas A’acation- is much
more humorous than ’European Vacation- hut fall% short ot providing the
constant laughter 01 the onginal "Summer Vacation
cut. short appearance%
The neu
DAngelo as Clark.% wife.
ht
Ellen. and %wars mot le Moe on a supporting. catt featunng Eli Marshall
(Ellen’s father) and John Randolph
’CIA’s father I.
The mot ie also falter+ %hen it tries to
shou us Clark s sentimental tide.
A. we %taut him vieu home movie%
ot his childhood Chritimases or listen as
he tells his lather %hal Chnstinas means
to him. it is an uncoil% icing perfts,
mance Chiew’s talent delinitelt lies at
a comedic actor. and adds nothing mite
mot le volt) these scenes
ken though "Christmas Vacation is tilled uith mant dead spots, it does
hat e enough small laughs in it to ketp ti
et mit!
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otiels .yott
SIA.feill and MOSE tfitall caxect *in ruetsiny.
We offer all the benefits you would expect from a
National Medical Enterprise facility as well AS flexible
scheduling, no shift rotation, tuition reimbursement
and Child Care programs.
Our New Graduate Program starts January 8th. .Ns
a graduate nurse, we pi-mule an orientation program
tailored to individual needs and the opportunit
to tram in spec tat arcas of interest: Critical Care,
Med surg with lelernetrt and Rehabilitation nursing
In return for your talent and dedication, we offer All
excellent salary as well as a commitment to your professional success and growth. All’e invite you to come
and see our facilities Please contact Cynny Wood, Nurse
Recruiter, 81S Pollard Road, Los (tato), (:A 95030.
( 408 I 866--tim() or call ( 8114 ) 4-8-6131 for Nursing
opportunity employer.
Administration We are an

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL
*Joh INPIVII1114.114,,t14111.1
t t
JJ41111.1.01
_

EARN EXTRA COLLEGE CREDIT IN JUST 13 DAYS!
WINTER INTERSESSION CLASSES
-History of the United States
-Jazz Dance
- Philosophy
-Photography
-Principles Of Real Estate
- Psychology
-Speech

INTRODUCING a new transferable humanities class,
, THE ART OF ROCK ’N’ ROLL. For more information,
please call 288-3785 between 6-10 p.m.

Classes run January 2-19, 1990 Monday thru Friday, 3 week session
For more information on Winter Intersession classes, please call
Admissions & Records, 288-3700
Walk-in registration now in progress. For express registration,
bring SJSU I.D. with youl

$5.00 PER CREDIT

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
2100 Moorpark Avenue
(at Highway 280)
San Jose. California 95128

f

.92.

San Jose
City
College

December
December
December
December
December

9-29
15
16
31
31

Saint Joseph’s Cathedral Tours
Las Posadas Pageant & Procession
Latin American Christmas Faire
Odyssey I New Year’s Eve Party
The Main Event Comedy Show

Take Advantage()
of
This Lunch BIT.ak
I lornemade Soup
Deli Sandwich
Small Yogurt
Ar

484 E. San Carlos
(between lath and I I th)
Otler Ex lires 12/23/89

I

Ii
i

.
-

2 oc,

EXTENDED WEAR
$90

1

i
012F.FpAi NY :

$0 0

II
I

280-0707 ,I
I16moommemoommormimmumm
===== wi

A Deal on Quality Heels
come in TODAY...

Village

1/2 OFF
Ladies

I feels

249-0439

reg. $o
; No Limit

reg. $10

expires

12-20-89

298-1191

Books, Magazines, Cards . A

San Jose

(;,,lli

292-9277

, ,NE,,

C
ftanck
iftox L

Art

4.unch

Open Daily
11:30am-9.00pm

Curl ttUp
For The Holidays - -We
Have A Special Gift For You

13
6 blocks north of S

Play Captul

With the purchase of any
perm you will receive
shampoo,

conditioner plus a logo Tshirt, all free! ($20.95
value )
Tan!
99 sessions (15 min )
for only $99.00!
$2.00 off all haircuts!

Enjoyment, Exclerci
Safer Than Mo4t

We feature
330 3rd St
(near San Carlos St.)
280 6488

Gift Certificates Av

All offers valid with this
ad or ID card.
Under new management
Newly remodeled

PRIMARY OBJECIIVI

To pit one teatitt agi
to capture the "eni

i,",S,

deliver it to friendl

hair care products.

Paint Ball Is the Newest and F

Men’s
Rubber
I Ieals

$3.00 $5.00

65 South 1st Street

Entertainment

17 N. San Pedro Street

’111,5"ifir
1 .

,

15/o OFF
to SJSU Students

44

ADVENTURE GA11

FOR DETAILS CA
3604 Ross A,

$ CASH for your BOOKS

626 Town & Country

PHOENIX
Espre,so Cafe

San Jose, CA 95113
286-9096
(N 1st. 8 Santa Clara Streets)
Close to campus
Expires Dec. 20, 1983
VALIDATED PARKINC,

You’ll Tall in Love With Our Service

I he Only Guaranteed
Shoe Repair"

P7-7-41/

$195

Gas Permeable $175

" Non-standard types of lenses are
available at additional cost.
For Dura-soft color change contacts
add $50 to soft lens price.

;"

We also repair
Briefcases and Luggage

.Soft

20 N. First St. Suite B

2

1

r

"While You Wait Service":

WI

DR. LYNN L. PARRISH

OFF ANY I
16* PIZZA .
.

I’

NOT GOOD WITH
I
ANY OTHER OFFER
1
I F-XP 12-23-89

Ilbjto.

SPECIAL ON
CONTACT LENSES**

Complete eye exam required
with purchase of contact lenses

FREE DELIVERY
$

far,

Prices valid with Student I.D. card.

sr

coupcm

FREE CUP OF HOUSE COFFEE wrH (
PURCHASE OF ANY DESSERT AND 10%
OFF CARDS AND BOOKS WITH TH15 Al

EYE CATCHING
Gas Permeable...$125

Andre’s Ice Cream & Cafe

e

AN

DAILY WEAR
.sott

Only
3.50
ilONEY HILL FARMS

u
1

1989

Starting Tommorow

r,tf

i

Thursiln,, December

Spartan

Page

Specializing in
Science Fiction

213 Oakridge Mali

Fantasy

281-1711

CD’s, Tapes & Records

Valid only with couponat time of order.

New & Used Books

Afiecycle ,
Book Store
Mon -Thur 10am - 9pm
Fri & Sat 10am - lOpm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

(Limited Time Only)

286-6275
I.D. required w/ purchase

4

Thursday, December 14, 1989/Spanan Daily

ok.

Page 9

Shop Downtown For The Holidays
Receive:
-Free gift Wrapping w/purchase
-Free Passes for the Historical Trolley
-Free Holiday Shopping bags w/purchase
-Free "Trolley on Wheels" Shuttle Service
Downtown Merchants will be participating in the
Extended Shopping Fridays, staying open to
8pm (or later) and offering the specials listed
above. Shop Downtown for the Holidays.

FEE WI H
T AND 0%
TH AD

IN.. STA TFDIMESALE
7,4
C.THRLI 80X
IfRAMES
(Ail SINS)
50% Of f liST

I X

1%

Cards . A

most"Si ICsiT7is
9.,.... if TA
, ,,,c
Tow KITS
,..gt..

;allery

292-9277

; t
/: Of F/
r
tge: 1
/

WOOD DECOR fRAMfS
WITH GI ASS AND MAI
INDIUM) MI SIAS)
30% Of f IIST

UMVERSITY
ART CENTER

_.: , vs
,,. . 0. , .5,

/

PALO ALTO

ti"

4 ill.,, coC.,
./.---,...........At.,g
,%:-..*,0..,, ,,,

167 HAMIt TON AVE (415)328-3500

SAN FRANCISCO
1035 BATTERY ST (415)36?-4400

SANTA CLARA

-

2555 SCOTT BLVD (408)7274762

SAN JOSE
318 PAGE ST ONE BLOCK WEST
OF MERIDIAN OFF OF
WEST SAN CARLOS (408)797-470X

...el

1/VINGS
CII1NE$E CUISINEFOOD TO GO
tandarin & Szechuan Cuisine.
ox Lunches to go
.<7"

unch and Dinner
4Dclivery

-9 00pm
:k7

194-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 blocks meth of Santa Clara between 3rd and 4th streets.

pture the Flag
Fs Adults

LAM
AMERICA,
CHRISTMA
FAIRE

in Moit Competitive Sports

Now Through "
December 24th
10ain
Fridays until s Wpm

ificate$ Available

Grand Opening
December 15,16,17

nt, Exoercise, Diversion, Stimulation

AT THE PAVILION (SAN JOSE) & VALLCO FASHION PARK (CUPERTINO)

)BJECIIVE:

BAHIA

ne tear* against another in a bid
ire the "enemy flag" and
it to friendly territory.

Gallery of the America,,
Est 1974
El Passe . 42 S First Si
San Jose
210 1860

west and Fastest Growing Sport Around.

1

9

EURE GAME OF AMERICA

E

NTAILS CALL: (408) 723-1455
3604 Ross Ave, San Jose

g
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SAN FERNANDO
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San ’ow State
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University

SAN CARLOS11111111

SAN SALVADOR
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WILLIAM
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SitarLin I tail’,
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Life & The Arts
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Daily staff writer
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new trends in entertainment world
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News

Tests find fault with columns Recipients of

tansplants begin
their recoverey

Supports
couldn’t stand
the 7.1 jolt
OAKLAND
The collapsed dou
ble-decker section (il the Nimitt freeway was stronger than earlier believed, but its suppon columns still
could not withstiuid the sideways jolt
of the Oct. 17 earthquake, engineers
said Tuesday.
Weekend tests by experts from the
University of California at Berkeley
on an uncollapsed stretch of Interstate
tOund the 32-year-old highway
wa.s twice as strong as required at the
time of its construction.
But the tests also confirmed preliniinary findings that the supports were
too weak where they joined the freeway’s lower deck.
Forty-two people died when more
than a mile of the freeway known as
the Cypress structure collapsed during
the 7.1 -magnitude quake. The columns gave way at their weak spots.
allowing the upper deck to fall on the
lower.
Tests also showed that strengthening existing double-decker highwavs
can work. engineers said.
The steel-reinfiwced columns on
the 600-fixit test section cracked
when engineers pushed the upper
deck sideways only three-quarters of
an inch. But when engineers put support clamps on the cracked area and
pushed harder no further damage occurred.

’This is the first we’ve
ever done with the
two lungs, heart, liver,
kidneys and
pancreas.’

Joseph

R

-

Dady staff

photogf apher

The sight of a Cypress viaduct support column, two days after the Oct. 17th quake
"If we can achieve retrofit in a
damaged structure, then we can do it
in an undamaged one.- Naid Jack
engi%whir, a ITC Berkelev
neering professor in charge ot the research

Other double-decker highways in
the San Francisco Bay area include
the Interstate 280, Embarcadero and
Central freeways in San Francisco.
Those roadways, newer than the 32 year-old Cypress siructure and ith

tlexibility hinges placed directly at the
joints, were damaged during the
quake hut did riot collapse
Researchers said they hope to evaluate hv the end of the year possible
techniques kir repairing the damage.

Giraffe bam on Michael Jackson’s ranch catches fire; animals saved
Associated Press
SANTA BARBARA A giraffe
barn on pop music superstar Michael
Jackson’s ranch went up in flames. but
the lanky giants kept :IS exotic pets animals were evacuated safely.
Firefighters also kept flames from
reaching a nearby animal compound
and chimpanzee house Tuesday at the
ranch in the Santa Ynez Mountains.

SAN FRANCISCO - - Six people
continued their rectwery from transplant
surgery alter doctors successfully removed seven organs ’nun a a single
donor. hospital officials said.
The name of the donor. a Castro Valley. man who was in his early 20s. was
not identified in order to protect his
familv’s privacy. Transplant experts
contacted Tuesday. said they were
Susan Kuslis,
stunned by the successful recovery ol
Clinical dire( tor of the California
seven organs.
Transplant Donor Network
-This is the first we’ve ever done
w ith the two lungs, heart, liver. kidneys
and pancreas. said Susan Kuslis. clinical director of the CalifOrnia Transplant
The women appear to he ircovenng
Donor Network, which coordinates well hut it is tix) soon ti) estimate the
organ recovery for live Northern Cali- nsk of infection or organ rejection.
tornia transplant centers
Gohen noted.
The extraordinary donation was posAt Pacific Presbyterian, tour patients
sible in pan because the donor was in whose names were not released were algood health. she said. His cause of ready hospitalized awaiting organs
death was not released.
when the man organs became availFour ot the donor recipients were re- able, said hospital spokesv.onian Julie
ported in critical hut stable condition at Murray.
Pacific Preshytenan Medical Center.
The donor’s heart went to a b0-yearand two others were in serious and stable condition at Stanford University old San Francisco man suffering from
terniinal cardiac disease, and one of his
Medical Center, hospital officials said.
Although donations of three and even kidneys aided a 35-year-old man with
four organs are not unusual, fewer than end-stage renal disease. Murray said.
His other kidney. and his pancreas
1 percent of organ donations nationwide
have involved the use of seven organs went to a 34-year-old Berkeley wonian
given to different people. according to with diabetes and renal failure. Murray
Wanda Bond, a spokeswoman for the said. Die man’s liver went to a 38 -yearUnited Network for Organ Sharing. old woman from Tacoma, Wash .
which administers organ procurement whose own liver was no longer able to
nationally . Record keeping began Oct. perform the hepatic functions that
cleanse toxic wastes from the blood, she
1. 1987. she said.
At Stantbrd. one of the donoes lungs said.
helped a woman who had been awaiting
a transplant for a year: the other lung
went to a woman who had spent live
years with a lethal lung disease.
AP)
()liv er
WASHINGTON
Mary Jane Anderson. 29, of Carlshad
in Southern Califoniia. and Patty North says he can’t remember details of
Dirschl. 40, of Rancho Cordova. each meetings with his ex-hoss, former nareceived one lung in twin. five -hour op- tional security adviser John Poindexter.
erations performed Saturday night. said even though the now -convicted Reagan
Ron Goben. associate director of the aide testified about those meetings at his
n trial
medical center’s news bureau.

northwest ol here. id licials said.
When firefighters reached the remote
ranch, the ham was destroyed and the
three giraffes kept there already were
evacuated, said count), fire Capt. Charlie Johnson.
Jackson, whose menagene intludes a
chimpanzee named Bubbles. ostnches.
llamas and boa constnctors, was not at
the ranch at the time. said a spokesman

the singer.
The cause of the tire was under investigation. hut it Was believed to have
been accidentally ignited. Johnson said.
The blaze left an estimated $300,000
in damage. The ranch is about 1(X)
miles northwest of Los Angeles.
In 1987. Jackson created a stir in the
neighborhood surrounding his home in
suburban Los Angeles with plans to
lor

keep
giralte there Ifie reclusoe
singer eventually withdrew a zoning
waiver request ti) city officials alter
neighbors complained.
State officials removed a 6-month -old
giraffe Inim the yard of his Los Angeles
home and placed it in a state -licensed
holding tacilitv unfit Jackson acquired
the perniits to kecp it elsewhere.

North forgets meeting

File

With Macintosh
you can. even do this.
ivlacintosh’ computers have always been easy to use. But they’ve
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple’ Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there’s no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money
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The Macintosh Sale.
Now thnough January 31.
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Spartan Bookstore
Computer Department, 924-1809
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The joy
of Opera
She stands in the spotlight. wrapped
in a white shay.’ and stares absently at
the doors ol the (

Suddenly the MUSIC .tans and Linda
Linos is in an another world. a world
ot magical romantic love. singing beautiful melodies
Ilia when the piano sounds stop, she
is ahniptly brought hack to SJSI., and
awakened by the %MCC 01 Irene DUI’S.
lief music prolessor. who was sitting in
the audience listening with expertise
Matto. is one of many SJSU students
who is taking part in the (Vera
Workshop. a class that fulfills music
maims’ requirement to he in a voice ensemble and pertOrnis opera scenes in
now ot an audience each semester.
And aside from performing in "1.a
liolieme" love duet. Matins is also a
student assistant to 1)alis. She makes
suie pies, releases have heen sent out
and all the invitations are mailed.
As a child. Mattos says she remembers heing surrounded hy music. tier
parents inet in and graduated from the
SJS1’ music depanment.
-I started taking voice lessons when I
%kit\
14... Matto, said "lv1y teacher
asked me what I wanted to sing and I
immediately said: ’Rock.. So she gave
me an art song and 1 memorized it.
"I wasn’t introduced to opera until
my college years... she added.
Mathis compares her opera singing to
praying in church and says that it brings
her a lot of joy.

"1 love ill sing," she said. "and Td
like to make this my career
As far as the Opera Workshop is concerned. Mathis wishes there was more
than one perfOntiance.
"YAu are always nervous the first
night,. she said "It gets easier as you
go on performing
This semester’s Opera Workshop is
presenting "Night at the Opera" featuring ’ ’the Stoned ( iuest. an half-act
opera by P.D.Q. Bach and scenes from
"Hilly Hud. "La Hohenie." "Carmen." "The Secret Marriage." and
’The Aturiage of Figaro...
Performance night is Saturday at 8:15
p.m. in the Concen Hall. Adults and
students will he charged $5 to attend.
seniors $2.
Co-director of the workshop. Irene
1)alis, says the class is vital to develop
students. performing skills.
"It is one thing to he working on
socal techniques and another to work on
acting.’ she said. "But you have to put
the two together in order to develop either ()I’ them."
The workshop is benefiting from the
help of co-director David Rohrbaugh. a
SJS11 Music professor. and two guest
stage directors. who are resident artists
of Opera San Jose. she added
"Opera San Jose just finished performing a world premiere dow mown:.
Dalis said. "And everyone
that stage
CaliC llUi

ihiS NOrkShilp.’

lofty Mayer applies makeup to %lamps’ face before the dress
rehearsal for Opera Sail Jose’s "1,a 1 rav Una:.

I .inda NIA los rehearses "I .a Ridicule in

\ 1 at

Is. Dalis. studio in (he Sitil’ music building

gi% es coffee to Dr. Das id Rohrbaugh before rehearsal

!altos’ opera professor. Irene Dalis. right, gis es her specific staging instruction

I

I
u nokr,v1).% 1).%
I)_% ’,tleric .1111),Lwr
Dana Illarris-Gonsales. junior music major, plays "WAWA)"
and Mathis plays "Mimi" In "La Boheme."
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Europe Turned Upside Down: Viewpoints

Opinions, observations, visions on tomorrow’s world
Game rules
changing in
new Europe
Thursday, Nov. 9, the day the East
German authorities allowed their
citizens to travel freely to the
West, marks the simultaneous end ot
the Cold War and the emergence ol the
"German question" as the decisive
issue of European politics.
The lifting of the Iron Curtain is
cause hir celebration and euphoria. At
the same time the strategic and political
ramifications are enormous, and there

World Views

Economic considerations may redraw map

The changes sweeping Eastern
Europe are reshaping the Continent Suddenly the old bipolar
equati, ni
N
Western Eur,
Eastern Europe
has been oserturned by the rebirth ot an older
geographical entity called Central
lairope.

Initial comment on the extraordinary
esents which culminated in the
breach of the Berlin Wall tended to
dwell on the damage that these deseloptions might inflict on the European
Community.
The Federal Republic, it has been
suggested. would nom. he much more

The script is having to he re
written almost every week Will
Poland, Hungary. East Germany
and Czechoslovakia bromic
Western democracies’? Will the
Germanys he united’? And a
united, will the (ierman colossus
again threaten Europe’s stability’?

Peter W. Ludlow

interested in reunification than in Western European integration. Every mark
spent in Leipzig was one less mark
available ha- Lisbon Encouraged perhaps by calculations ot this kind, those
who were opposed any way to speeding
up the EC integration pnicess hy. for
Adrian Hyde -Price
example. the convening of an intergoThe following exchange of
tore it is also cause lor sober reflection
vernmental t onterence on economic anti
ideas is part of the Spartan Daiand what the Dutch foreign minister has
monetary union seized the occasion ofl\ ’s special coverage itt’ the his
called "constructive alenness.
fered by. the events in Germany and
tot ic changes in Europe
The bipolar structures of the Cold
elsewhere to counsel caution.
effectively
displaced deep-seated
War
Now was not the time. Prime
To try to answer some of the
national and ethnic rivalries in Europe,
ister Margate’ Thatcher of (ireat FIntain
important questions that lace the
and replaced them with a security sys
and her allies proclaimed. for the EEC
world today . The Associated
tem which was, for all its many faults,
to dwell on us own intenial problems
l’ress asked top West European
relatively stable and predictable. One ot
when so much %kits happening beyond
commentators to contribute then
the crucial features of this secunty order
as frontiers.
thoughts
v.as the division of Ciennany. which
These early reactions :ire beginning to
provided a degree of reassurance to
appear rather superficial. None Of 11%. 11
many, of (iennany’s traditional oppo- about West Germany’s grov.ang et:o- should he stressed, has much idea ol
nents.
utline. political and military weight in hovt events will develop in the East
Today, however. the old certainties Europe. This has already been felt They are beyond our control. They also
and assumptions of the postwar penod within the EEC’ and NATO, where the seem to he beyond the control of either
are disintegrating under the combined West Germans have shown themselves government or opposition leaders
impact of the changes
associated willing and able to assert their national
The reunification issue is an example.
above all with perestroika in the East. interests. on economic and financial Sober reflection a lew days alter the
1992
abolition of internal tariff matters as well as oset the issue of mod- Wall came down suggested that specuand the
barriers in the European Economic ernizing Shon-range Nuclear Forces lation about prospects for German unity
Community. This is nowhere more ap- (SNF).
was largely a Western phenomenon. A
parent than in Central Europe where, aS
In Eastern Europe. West German lew days later. banners 111 I virig proIIle Cold War divisions lade away. older
economic and political influence has claiming unification as a highly desirapatterns of cotiperation and conflict are been expanding as the military and po- ble objective complicated the picture yet
re-emerging. Changes 111 this sensitive litical dominance of the Soviet Union again. Where the East is going and how
region, however, inevitably open the has declined. Vs’est Germany is nov. quickly remains uncertain.
Pandora’s box of the "German ques- well placed. geographically. economiThese uncenainties have not. howtion,’ which is now the central issue ot cally. and culturally. to henelit from the ever, prevented the emergence of a
European politics.
new markets and investment opportuni- fairly widespread consensus among
The "Gentian question predates the ties opened up by the wham Western European leaders themselves
disision of Germany and stems front the movements in the Soviet Union and that in the new circumstances the EC.
difficulty of integrating German power Eastern Europe. At the same time. the far from being redundant, is the indisinto the European interstate system. "renewal’. movement in East (iennany pensable cornerstone of any new EuroGermany has traditionally. heen the ful- v.ill inevitably bring the two German pean system. This consensus. mancrum of the European balance of power. states closer together. particularly in the ifested at the highest levels at the Paris
and this is why the recent assertion or economic sphere. thereby facilitating dinner pany for the heads ot govern-people power in the German Demo- Vs’est German penetration of the rest of ment and state ot the 12 EC member
cratic. Republic has led to so much dis- Eastern Europe. Bonn is thus set to be- countries
Nosember rests on various
cussion about the future of Europe.
come both an economic and a rxilitical assumptions:
The refOrni process in Fast Germany giant in European politics.
-That the European ’Immunity is
\sill inevitably. entail a qualitative
Second. there is the tear that in the the surest framework within which the
.11,inge in inner-Gennan relations. and long term a reunified. centralized Ger- Gentians theinselses can pursue an ac
therefore a substantial shift in the hal- man nation-state (a "Fourth Reich*) rive policy. toward the East and even,IIICe Of pov.er in continental Europe.
could emerge. Its precondition would he tually perhaps :wines,: remit itation.
the .ollapse of East Germany as a viable
The worries are twolold:
Thai in .1 period in which the emI. IN. there is the iiiiinctliate concern tx t ical and etonomic entity .
phasis List Vs est relations is hound to
rest on economic and non military matters. the Einopean Community is hest
placed to coordinate and channel West
ern aid and leC11111Cill :1%%1%1:111L’C.
-- That in a broader perspectise. the

In the new
circumstances,
European
Community leaders
are almost sure to
demonstrate their
determination to
continue with their
own progree toward
union: Economic
and Monetary Union
is the obvious
practical initiative,
for which highly
developed plans
already exist.ln any
case, it is already
obvious that the
Community will be
at the center of a
number of high
profile efforts to
assist the East
directly.
(’, immunity can and should he seen not
only. as the most appropriate basis for
the European pillar of the Atlantic :Alliance. but also as the indispensable
Western pillar in a new European security system in which the So\ let Cnion
will remain a military superpower re
gardless of what happens to the Warsaw
Pact.
Against this background. it is
possible to see the Eastern descl
opments as a catalyst ol Western integration. In the new circumstances, European (\immunity’ leaders are almost
sure to demonstrate their determination
to continue with their own progress toward union: Economic and Monetary

t anon is the obs iittis practical ininatise.
tor which highly deseloped plans already exist.
In any case. it is already obvious that
the (\anniunity. v.ill he at the center ot a
number of high profile Mons to assist
the F.:Ast directly. These economic and
technical means will furthermore be
hacked up hy. even more conspicuous
political initiatives involving. as President Francois Mitterrand of France implied after the Paris S1111111111. 1.1,11% to
Eastern Europe at the highest lesel
the acceleration of events
and the obvious intention of European
Community leaders to play an :tense
role can only strengthen those elements
in the Bush administration who already
we the ( tnimunity. collectively as the
ideal long-term partner with whom to

discuss not only economic issues. hut
also political and security question%
For those committed to the further
deselopment of European union. these
prospects, can only he highly gratitying.
There are. however. senous dangers
which the West F:uropean themselves
should he the first to recognize and deal
with
A stronger Vi’estern Eunipe organized through the European Community
can and should he a inaror
10 the
Western Alliance It is not. howeser,
currently organized. in any practical
sense linked to the alliance machinery.
Peter W. Ludlow r% dire( wr of the
Center Pr Eittwpeatt Pcdtcv in Britsvels, Belgium. and has written earnkive/i on the turopews
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East Europe
democratic regime

Associated Press
German au
Last Nov. 9. 19X9. East
ihorities decided to open their bor
der. with West Germany By now
almost hall the population in Fast Ger
many has traveled to West Berlin or 1,,
ilk. Federal Republic to see tor them seises what this capitalist society really
is like
More important. this mass migration
westv..ard turned into :in emotional gettogether of the Germans, not lust tor
lhose who had not seen their relatises
tor many years. hut tor everybody
I. rneloutitedly . the opening ot the border. symbolized speclacularlY hY the Instantaneous scrapping of large sections
of the hideous Wall. Yid% a tactical
move ot the Communist authorities III

This strategy may
perhaps still succeed
in part, but all the
same the situation
has changed
dramatically.
and

atmosi %hitt!) on itle,11,,g14...11
NON deMOCiallial On ha, be
OHM UILIN011idhle by any standards
Besides. the crumbling of the Wall
will impls that the East German econ
(1111
C.111 110 1011ger tx nut in isolation
Between the two German states, ecti
mimic cooperation on the governmental
grOlind,
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Wolfgang J. Mommsen
tended to open a safety salve and head
oil the constant stream ot demolish&
tions in almost all major cities in the
German Ikmocratic Republic
This strategy niay perhaps still sue
ceed in pan. hut :ill the same the situation has changed fundamentally. llie
peacelul mass demonstrations has,.
above all achieved one thing: Suddenly
the tear. instilled by an oppressive police state for so 111:111N years. has given
%ay’ 10 a new selt-cont klence.
The momentous esents not only
the GI)R. but in East-Central Europe
may. perhaps he called the beginning 01
a ’Third Democratic Resolution (the first
was the age from 1760 to ISM high
lighted by the American and French
revolutions. and the second by the gradual, though not continuous advance 01
democratic government in the West
since the beginning of the 20th century
is
a
For one. Marxist-Leninist i_eitaigy
discredited. The highly bureaucratic anti
oppressive system of a centrally directed
socialist economy.. which had been es
tablished in East Germany perhaps more
effectively than anywhere else. has
failed disastrously-. Just a few people on
the top. so it emerges. were capable ot
making far-reaching decisions affecting
the economic performance of a whole
country. without any effective control
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Europe Turned Upside Down: Viewpoints

Eastern European change Future divides Czechoslovakia
may aid Britain’s goals
C/Ci.110%10%,tk Li

PRAGI

(AP)

Up close and alone, however,
Czechoslovaks, like East Germans,
Poles and Hungarians, still face the
painful process of learning to shape the
politics that govern them. A lightening
revolution fired spirits.But decades of
dashed hopes and broken promises
have left their mark.
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Notes to Financial Condition
To the Board of Directors of
Spartan Shops, Inc.:

liitlher
%king t,

nol

do

11eakeit Ihe Close political and ecttiii-

We have audited the accompanying statement of financial condition of Spartan
Shops, Inc. (a California not -for-profit corporation) as of June 30, 1989.
The statement of financial condition is the responsibility of the Company’s
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on this statement
based on our audit.

The statement of financial condition of Spartan Virips,
prOpilred on the accrual basis.

In order fn ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the n,ources
available to Spartan Shops, Inc., the accounts are maintained in accordance with
the principles or "fund accounting." By this procedure, res..rees for operational
activities are carried on in an "enterpi.se fund" titled Retained Earnings (Auxiliary
Activity Fund). Fhe Emergency/Capital Outlay Reserve (which consists of amounts
reserved for contingencies, emergencies and capital asset purchases) is combined
with the Building hind Reserve (a reserve for the future construction of another
building for the Company’s facititiesland titled the Designated Fund.

In our opinion, the statement of financial condition referred to above
presents fairly, tn all material respects, the financial position of Spartan
Shops, Inc. am of June 30, 1989, tn conformity wtth generlly accepted
accounting princples.

Receivables
The direct 1Prite-off method of accounting for uncollectibles is used.
for uncollectibles has been provided.

No allowon...

Inventories

.

a!iti,!_.(lectinaet

Neither are they prepared hi

1"the Company") has

Auld Accountiew

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those atandards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether this statement is free of material
test basis, evidence
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on
supporting the amounts and disclosures relsted to thie statement of financial
condition. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used
and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall statement of financial condition prettentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
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Accrual Rasta

Inventories ore valued primarily by the retail method which approximates a valuation
at the lower of cost ifirst-in, first-outtor market.
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Depreciation Methods

San Jose, California
August 10, 1989

All depreciation is corripited by the straight-line method.
nnd balances of accumulated depreciation are as follows:

,

The estimated lives used

Aro/ mutated Deprec ia ion

Entin,

Equipment, Furniture 8. Frxmores:

Yenrs

Bookstore
Student I’nitin ECI0f1 ,:ervire
Residence Hall Dining Commons
Spartan Shops AdminLstration
Vending Rentals
Automotive
Leasehold Irriprnvernenta

5-10
I-10
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-10

1989

1988

countries. cy ill tic thine in lull
Minn 331111 then \\regent partials
I he lime may be ripe

SPARTAN SHOPS, 1VC.

a set

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Marshall Plan. this time hi be in-emitted

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AUXILIARY OREANIZATI,X1

on .111 international let el. yt ith the Ante
paint [pawn
some.

mil

only
1

1,.

and

Cominimity ,

the

.ii

Statement of Financial Condition

r 1 qr.

June JO, 19*9

1.

Tar-Itzempt Status

. on what hap., .

in the So\ iet

itsell.

Current Assets,

interested m making things easier Mr

CAsh

order to see his

(.itirbacheY .

tchirm policies suttee,’
aware

thai

all

Eor they
depends

The Company Is a non -Profit organization and is exempt from federal income taxes
under the P. S. Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(3).

AssetS

\keg (

mans are now perhaps more than eYei

hilly

are

upon

yy hether the Soy let 1 num will 101,1.0,,
111e process in democratuation in
Central Europe. and in particulai in I asi
(

L

Prior to fiscal year 1986, the COMpany maintained a Contingency/Mobile Reserve,
Long Range Capitol Asset Plan Reserve and the Vending Reserve. In February 19AS,
the Hoard of Directors approved the combination or these three reserves into the
Emergency/Capital Utley Reserve. The Company ts required to contribute an annual
amount equal to 1.496 of net sales, tr, the extent that the Company’s net income
Is available and the total reserve is less than 6800.000 adjusted an:wally for inflation.
The reserve cap at June 30, 1989 was $982,200. The Company contributed $463,258
:o the Emergency/Capital Ilutlay aml the Building Fund Reserves In 1989. The Board
of Directors may make transfers between funds or distritute fund balances to sfurlent
activities.

RecesvabIest
Accounts receivable

$

Returns to publishers

4,8.62Y
316,0el

Receivable from other fund
Inventories

Colle skim! illi0. the deillocrath re%
011111011 iinder 11.0 in Poland. Htlligar).
and liov% List (ieilliath and Occhoslor-

Flsed Assers, At Cost 4

yokia,

t hange the course ot history

EquIpment, turnIture and fixtures

\

to

Leasehold Improvement a

the old may s
sot
’AVMs

hu

1111111,03.
rhe il,iliii11.11 idea, long helieYed to he
railtially supplanted by the IthrOpean

idea. seems lo 11.0e
y
Homey
.
ilie

Total current assets
L

1,1601,11’

or

2,695,101
Less accumulated depreciation

<1,115 599,

Dotal assets

remarkable rei

darn:emits

which heheYes in a Europe in bee ita
tams

1

4.
Liebt I t tles arid fund Balances

II,

ot

ii

s

1i1 111,11.1S ill /11t, ssi Idiot
sill

/kis

ti

N111,01
1 Ill ’,It, tin , to

11/4,111 !Ili 411:1
11,I11,11
I’,

11,

It I ,/ (II llIfttll,

IN I inillnifin

Issto

51,207,44*
5.

tit SItr11,111, 4111,111,w 111011 10,111 UN Ilt tie’
1111
/11%101141/ ’,Wiling

if ft(4 ftflyiffi le
ff 1111M #11

11%

Accrued tiabilities

Fund B.41Ancet,

Retained Farniogs

fi.

Ilti
f II f I l; toifffi

Related Parties

S:,327,I4;
1,6;7 olus

4,^44,2:,)

1’00; 11,
ft 1111,111

Allocatian of %roam
During fiscal vear 1989, the Company transferred $200,000 of the unallocated
In the auxiliary fund to the designated fund (Building Fund Reserve) for future
rrinnsion purposes.

feral current liabilities

DeSt grated

Lease Commitment
The Company /eases space In the San Jose State University Student L’mon. The
lease agreement, which expires January 11, 1991, requires the Company to pay S58,000
per year, adjusted annually by the prior year annualized caniumer price index.

Current Liabilities:

Payable to other fund
11,i/ft:fink. I

sr

559,5n2

56

Accounts payable, trade

Pension Plass
The Company provides pension plans for its salaried and full-time hourly employee&
Salaried employees are covered by a state plan wherein contraCting agencies are
port or a pooled plan. This is a defined benefit plan with contributions based on
a predetermined percentage
an employee’s base salary.
Employees vest
immediately in any voluntary contribitions they make to the plan. The hoorly
employees are covered by a defined contrilmition plan
they elect to make voluntary
contributions and be covered under the plan. Employees vest immediately in their
voluntary contributions and over a ten-year period for Company contributions. Roth
plans are fully funded as of June 30, 1989.

1,526,,R4

no longer he quite
creature to which me

lime grown accustomed
ihe
and 19.his Rathei it is a nationalism

Designated neat

51,o66,4n:

Prepaid experis,..

relum
leant rant

142,681
141,093
54,922
:85,891
71,101
18,299
314.4$0,

St , 3S,S99

r.

,

.111 depends. how ey

Hued

5

Total liabilities and fund balances
the accompanying notes are 4n Integra/ part of !his s!atement.

56 66,,2.

The Company is a non-profit organization incorporated to provide various services
/e.g. bookstore, food services, etc.) to San Jose State University. Accordingly, related
parties include the university and its affiliates, the 1988-89 ROOITI Of Directors
(consisting of faculty, students, and administrative personnel/ and Ronald Duval,
General %tanager for the Company, who was also the trustee of the Pension Plans
referred to above.
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News

Maguire & Mehallo

Los Angeles to add area code
lelephoneLOS ANGELES IAP)
aazed Southern California will get a
in
1992 because of overnew area code
loading caused hy cellular phones, fax
machines and computers kibitring over
modem lines.
The new 310 area code will join
existing 213 and KIK lais Angeles-area
codes, making it the first city to he di% ided into three telephone areas.
"Historically. the introduction of
area codes has been driven by population growth,- Pacific Kell vice president Dominic Gime/ said Tuesday.
Rising population in the sprawling
metropolitan area remained a factor he
hind the planned change, hut Come/
said the growing use of computer modems, portable pagers, car phones. facsimile machines and multiple phone
Imes is exhausting available telephone
nun iber conibinat ions .
"I don’t think any ()I’ us could have
Oreseen the explosion we’ve seen in

these paniculai technologies,- he said
The addition of the new area code
comes eight years since the advent ol
the KIN code, v.hich tolltived the cremum of the 213 area hy 37 years.
The city’s original area code was split
l9N4. with area code NIS covenne
pans (.1 northeni Los Angeles County..
The original 213 area code was established in 1947, the same year 415 was
given to San Francisco and 916 111
ramento.
But in Los Angeles and elsewhere.
"We are simply running out (if teleplume nuinhers,’’ (ionic/ said, v.ho described hinisell as :1 living example ol
the trend that prompted the Ilebi CIXICS
crew ion .
The 34-yearold business executive
uses a paging device. two business telephone numbers at home and a personal
computer modem at home linking him
to his ()nice computer.
fle uses a cellular car phone to an-

swei messages and handle other husi
nes. dunng a 35.mile daily commute
"Intormation is becoming more and
more mobile,- Goole/ said.
Southern California has emerged as
one of the primary’ centers (.1 cellular
use in the United States. said Terry.
Hoke, a Pacific Nell engineer
Ms. Hoke said 42 telephone prelixes
available in the 21; area code are used
solely tOr cellulai phones and pagers.
representing an estimated 420.000 telephone numbers
"What WCFLI experiencing in lAw
Angeles is not unique.’ (ionic/ added.
A new area code hesame ettective
this year in Chicago Last year. IleLS
area codes were added in Roston.
Miami and Denser. New codes also will
he added next year in New Jersey and
Dallas. and in San Francisco in (NI .
The 213 area will Loser downtown.
Holh,wood and other central communities

influence regulators
"Nor would 1 have if I had heen
asked.- he said.
1.ast week. James Monmey. former staff atialsst fOr the Topeka Federal Home Loan Bank. which supers ised Silverado, said Neil Bush’s
presence was -a material part of
unconscionable delays III taking over
Silverado.
Moroney said. however. he has no
evidence that Bush exerted direct
pressure for preferential treatment.
Hush. when asked if he thought his
presence OD SIIL Cid& w’s hoard in-

MI that

Bush stepped
I’lle
.-year-twid
down 1rom Silverado’s hitord last Au
gust. iminediately after the thrift reported it was $200 million in the red
and four months before the state of
C’olorado took over the thrift.
He told the the Chronicle he resigned before his father’s acceptance
of the Republican presidential 110111111:1111111 Ill order to prevent speculation.
"I wasn’t ordered to resigned by
anylkkly .. he said.

AVON". Buy or sell

Cell me loday

Owe! Avon Rep)

1 PI send a

book to your home or business,
Super

specials

tor

everyone

Share the book with family. coworkers & friends & receive up lo

irenship

100.

education

re.

BILINGUALS ENGLISH JAPANESE
many other lobs available No tee
PERSONA 453-0505
CAREGIVERS

FOR

INFANT

for the holideys Cell JANE at 251.

TODDLER pre-school A school
age child..., P T shifts 2.6 PM
12-6 PM 3.6 PM Child PP.

5942

opment. ed. roc

50. off on your own kW, Thank
you Alp. good part-time Income

makes
BULIMIA,

music

art P F

gowned to apply Call

C

94303

Funhouse

Aaron Malchow

Vto)
ANOTHER
SEMESTER OF
SCHOLASTIC
SERvoiuDE is
\
SUILMOUNT EDI

’s
.

NEW YORK IAP) --- Maybe it’s
sheer lunacy. but thousands ot people
have called a 900 number to find out the
weather on the moon.
American Express shined its 1 -900 WEATHER line Aug. I, providing
temperatures and forecasts for NM
places around the world. and one place
out ol this world.
It turns out more people have called
lor the mooMs weather than ain ollwr
location. except New York City . the

CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAIL ABL E
Full and part orne perrnaneot
positions avellable Northern Cali

(415)723-5868
NEED MEDICAL

INSURANCE? Yob
cen have choke of quality plans
with low rates for students For
no obligetion quote call Mark EN
ice (408) 1243.9190 SJSU Alumni

fornia Newt., 175 San Antonio
Rd . Suite 112 Los Altos. CA14151
949-2933

Martha Of please leave complete

Wylie* pWase coil Deve al 1408)

message

to leave your phone number on an
open line Call (PM) 968-2523 for

ASSISTANT

NEEDED

PT

increase in hrs over %mils break 4
next sem Call Sidi at Russell

RESEARCH

TEERS NEEDED, Did you live in
Europe from

since 1905

VOLUN.

borth lo age

10"

Send your name 1 address to M
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now. Sere your teeth eyes
and money too CleenIngs end of
lice visits al no charge For bro
chore we A S Office (Student
Health Center) or call (408) 371
6811 in San Jos*

54 VW SCIROCCO WOLSBURG PW
sunroof. *teem
tm cans 1171(
tun. beautiful, $4400 best offer
Call Story (408)739-8260
43 MAZDA RX7, one owner 14900
Excellent corkiltion. sun roof
Phone 248-0905

12150 Cell after 6PM 296-5645

WE BUY IC s MEMORY
COMPUTERS. New or used we dor..."
Call OCTAVE SYSTEMS IIAM30PM 1401111166-8427 -CASH 2 U
DIRECT,

FOR SALE
BEDS"

202

San Francisco

C 94131 to gel
your postage paid Christmas sur

CARE
staff
COUNSELOF1 DIRECT
needed al local medential lack

Starling

16.16 25 hr

Call

140111

446.3953
OAY A NIGHT

NEW,

Twin sot $79 lull set $119 queen
sot $139. king wl 1179 You gel
both pipes. Bunkbeds 1121 5
pc bedroom set $199 Desk $74
dressers $79 chest. IP bed
frames dellvery.,14151 745-0900
NEW MATTRESS SETS’ 159 up lo king
km
t lines. till slew 5.2S yr

rr a

PT food serve. &

PM 1235 Ordoweed Pkwy Sunny

DEL !VERY DRIVERS NEEDED, Your
cr Days or evenings FT PT
Temporary permanent Fern from
Call

DRIVERS WAITER WAITERESSI Tele
Welters is looking for pat lion
est individual. $10-$15 hr Call
between

1-5 PM Mondey

through Friday al 243.9900
Our
week P
EARN PO to 1400
lull
lime
wrn
telarnorketter
money in pert time hour with the
Bay Arw s greatest newspaper
See what computerired dialing cffin do Guarenteed
salary plus bonus Cell C J now
promotion

el (4011)727-0447
EMPLOYMENT OFFER TOGO a. Stu
dents start at 15 hr and IP. co,
fain hours tor one semester then

warranty
Fromm;
headbands.
etc Everything ww For info call

we will pay for your book Call
for details Ask for Brad al 257

441-0528

5222

ROUND TRIP AIR SJ-Tucson leave
12 22. return 12 27 Coil 993-8551
113). 3511-2142 (N)
/19 HOLIDAY BARBIE

FOODSERVERS
Creamery

WANTED,
MilplIss

from SJSU
rare. NO

led

collect. item unopnd pkg. pH
gift, $200 b o qv Don 356-9514
70 BIKES BY sealed bid only Sale
P Hs
sale
ends
12 11 89.
121589,12 20pm Blkescenbe
tnspecled al the police TOP, Path.
between 8 00 m 2 00 p rn For
informetion call SJSU Police el
924-2222 or Property al 924- 1594

GREEK

Velvet

15 minutes
hour & tips

Call (400)945-0895
OFFICE CLERK wanted
part lime Flexible hour Filing
typing phones 2245 Pennon

GENERAL

Son Jose 432.9112
GIAAC ACCOUNT REP Job includes
cred11 collection direct conlem
Pell reports Relined yew% w.
preferred
degree
per college

OFIGANIZER with under
attending & or wperience ol IP in
community to aseist In organIrIng

community based on peer PPPP sell -help Pose members
have teMen affected by psychiatric
Perigee. unstable howling& sup.
POT
Exp.,
In educe
Sir
Mots. union organizing desirable
EOE Starling sal $19.950
W
Cell Ms Heater. 290-0011
AUTOMATED VAC EQPT OPERATOR
needed on geaveyerd & weekend
shill 1-3 yrs meChenkal or electrical affierobly Imp or equIvlisnl
aducklon in physical sclw.e.
computer
progrem
cit
U

-

process
All shift

messengers
server
FT PT we will train Apply in per

week
24 hours 7 days
ACUFACTS. INC . 260 Meridian

son

-NEED

OFFICERS

CASH,- CAVE SECURITY Is hir
ing for lull end peettime post.
lions All shifts avallsble 7 days
we. 24 hrs day E eceltent pay A
benefits Paid teeming. no woe.Apply Mon-Fri

ence necessary

aatit5pm. al 1700 Wyatt Dr Stolle

SECURITY RECEPTIONIST
E pedant lobs for students no les
ponce necessery Dey swing
grave shins. full lino or part lino
Start $6 lo 511 eir Weekly pay
mod dente’ ineurance vac pay.
union
Require.
groomed persons with cMan po
lic record Apply FS M -F Vend
Lord Security

3212 Scoff Blvd
(Between Okoll

2

DWI",

For Rent
2

modern

bth

clean quiet Security gate FREE
facffines
cable
TV
laundry
$695 mo Call Den el 295-5256
TEACHER

FT AND PT

Extended

care leachIng posItions open al
high
quality
developmental
school in Willow Glen an. Call
Kelly al 377 1595
TEACHER NEEDED EXTENDED day
program Muff he. 12 units ele
Call

NOW FOR employ

men? during the Spring semester
if you would like paid employment
working with handicapped chit.
school setting for up to
don in
20 hour* pr Pell it, $6 INIT "lit
Is your opportunity Pick up
an application low in Sweeney
Hall 204 You must be able to

thi

work during morning hours
MACINTOSH RETAIL SALES Want to
have brn A otel paid for it too"
Then you will by happy to know
ComputerWare the Waked& best
Macintosh software 1 hardware
resellerseeka employees with pl.
real FT A PT positions avelloble

deposit Call 193-

4091

406 736-6176

Loa.

mos

ea p. Flee hr. benefits 945-0919
WAITER WAITRESS General

staff

needed at the San Jose Conven
the
for
lion
Center
Work
Chostmes swoon I Son Jose
largest

New

Year

Plop Cali
277 3506. Mon .Wed 10 AM -2 PM
WANTED EPD WATERCOLORIST to
color in sketches for toffy mid
Jenuary prbect

tom

LOOKING FOR EXCITEMENT", Just
call 1415i 976-4626 It the hottest
way to meet all kinds of people
With our VOICE MAIL BOXES you
can fern,. messages left cre-

to flnd YOU" (415)976-4626 18
toll, if any
only 52

Immediate

occupancy
$250 deposit Call Ro

1340 two

beria 2947766

completely

apt
3
1bth 1400 mo teach All ap-

pliances

NOW" FInci the ONE Mel Hying

L UTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP nrery
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM tit

ROOMMATES WANTED TO SHARE
remodeled

Frani 371,8153 or Joe

971.6508
2 BDRM APT available December 20
until July 20 Sth A San Salvador
1500 Po 365 0550 et 402

Camp. Christian Center

lilin

San Carlos For more information
about activities

depoffl Coll 293-4091
2 BDRM 2 BA $625 00 180 555 So
tOth & Williams Call 797 7594
I person $450 nknin
68 North 10th Street epergne- ..

I BORM APT

call Rev

PREGNANT, SJSU ALUMNI couple
*Oh to adopt Fir anclally pure

PROFESSIONAL

DISC

JOCKEY

by
Desiree Michel formerly of KSJS
You we gal the party
. got the
mow, Michel Production. pro
rid. wide variety of muierc for
your wedding party or dance at
rkisonable reit. Call Desiree or
Phil at 270.8960 or 922 7359

PERSONALS

SKI OPTICS

...tient once, and a orge
inventory of Ray Ban end Ski

or Corson Weekends or
nights
Your alrcreft or
flying
She. expenses

Cert. 453-673411SJ) or 1602)953
0251 IScoffsdale Ar:
ADOPTION COUPL E w adopted 3 yr
old week newborn Mel u de
clbe E epees paid Celt Ilse
COLLECT at 14151 895-87139
C A THOL IC
MASS

NEWMAN
on

Optic eunglasteas

call during the day and Nave
message I will return your cell
T SHIRTS" Earn money tor your fre
lerroly sorority club or business
by setting custom silk scretwod
T ifhlr1 *Oh your logo or design
Call

BRAINSTORM al

Judy Ryan el 299-0204

Credit

Union

student.
inans

and

rates

406 S

BARE IT AL I

San Jose

GIRLS" Do you need Pe" Clubs
events dewing etc I m dale for

students

can

Specialist Confidential Your varry
wood Ave

help

compelitive
OM SI

pving

C Mid c ere
wrings

tide) 947

Stop shaving *raying

tweezing or using [tomcat deb
!stows Let me permanently rem. your
unwanted hair tchin
bikini

tummy

mouffache

Students

ha

the

following

Receptionist DraodI
Sales Support
Drivers Nell shine)
Telemarkelor
We offer competitive

etc )

atmosphere

iwy ril
flee Ible

end

Four

Flve

Days

Days

Days

I 3 1 ines 54 30 55 30 55 BO
4 l ines 55 30 56 30 56 80
5 t ines 56 30 57 30 57 70
6 Lines 57 20 58 25 $8 70
Each Additional Line Add 51 00

56 05
57 05
58 05
58 95

S6 35
$7 30
$8 25
$9 2S

I

Three

Day

Days

PER and Form Service. Legal
help less legal prices Wills di
vorce living contracts & more

1st S J 796
Mail for,
8100 Open 9 to 6 p
warding boxes for rent 5 days
week Vie accept UPS Call end
find out what mail you love in

month

EL AINE

247 2681

No Pe lo type your paper"
CaN MARY ANN at ANN a

3 ROUND TRIP tickets Son Joss-Sail
Lake-Sims Falls Dec 19-Jan 3

241-5490

Low student fetes’ Accurst. A
fast typIng, Term papers theses
roper% dissertetions resumes
Niles wands
OK
Spoon
french Gorman typed Cell 14081

Also ask about the TWA Drewry
creda card Call ANDY at 297
8809 TWA CAMPUS REP

377 7637
CALL LINDA TODAY for wperlenced
professional word processing
Theses term wpm group pro
awls etc Ail formats inciurling

TYPING
AAAAAA HHH’ You finality lound an
w orrienrsk affordable proles
stone. typo, re I aser printer. Ai
90 WPM I can matie ell ydo pa.
ows loolt and BE their best in any
format you need Exp THESES
The

S C

BASCOM SECRETARIAL SERVICES’.

TWA OFFERS SJSU students 10 off
wry tare Purchase
snywhere
your TWA dicounl card now,

APA LAW printer Quick return
Trenscription service. available
irrodon Branahm

CALI MRS MORTON at 2669441 kr

WHIM

EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term poper research prow Is
oladly post
resume

AAP’. When overwhelmed by reports
to be typed MID and P. the

and

punttualion
gremmer
sentence structure ihnowledg
bite on Turabien APA & Campteli

Gradual* and un

Piped Resumes term ppm
thwes reports of ett kinds Stu
dent rates for undergratch Avail

nor

Pl., up and delivery wool
able Cal, no* Pamela 044-3062
pus

mapor

EVERGREEN

Shirley

em1

at

term papers
cover letters
resume
group protect* and more APA
pietist also Turebien and MLA
formai. On campus pickup delivyears
ery Duality guar (27
Available 7 days are. CO,
wp
Mar 274.3684

FAST WORD PROCESSING’ 125 wpm
Quaky guaranteed Competitive
student
term

WILLOW

$2 00

Call (4061964.5203 tocley.

research business
documents elc Nwr tarn Print
Eepres Sernce 1415) 793.
0 7114
ACCURATE A TIMELY, All your wOrd
prOCOBing need. Production of
newsletters

report.

resumes

publIcatiOna manuscnpts conetr,
Wel ead
etc
Pondeo.
grammar ’poling punctuation
Prompt

7 day reponee PRO.
CE SS ,T WRITE watt Pam at 14001
180-1821
PRO TYPING & WORDPROCESSING
Love rates ,S yens experience
Clow to campu Fast friendly
turnaround Call Tom et 292-4096
V/0410

YOUR

SERVICING

PRO

CESSING and Graphic. needs
Call Kate al Tecnnically Typong
Tilfron pipers
1.081 2111-0750
Thews etc Lap printer Free
grammar spell punc check Reg
sonabie rotes quick turnaround
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE 2350 Alum
Rock SJ Prof typing wed pro-

a

Dustiness Prices
cessing
One atop for ell Cell (4061926
3025
7 MOO

WORD NOCE SSW]
TERM PPERS
REPC)RTS

THESES
RESUMES
TINT COMPUTER PROCESSING
14081977.1563
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING
leer
accurete reasonable AN types of
peper Spell checking end piped
reeding Same day price Betty

peon gets Ito grade ywr lord
work deserves Call WRITE TYPE
tor the best results

01061 972

24740611 Sante Clore
WORD

PROC

TR

frootOly

printing

copies

etc Cocks 1408) 223
6,02 V1.0 proc $14 lw or 5? pi
trinwhever is less’

9430
SERVICES

Resumes

term papers

DO YOU WANT higher grades, 01
course you do A wally typed

EDP

Thew* reports
documents

legal

per

P$9.

Accurate

rates

papers

Wincrpter

370 3S19

WORDPROCESSING

Professional typI
thews

COMPUTER FAST ACCURATF floor
Hamilton

# or use
Call

Jim et 277.0828

GLEN wee

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL Desk
top Publishing A Word Pro retheses
Papers
ceasing
sumes reports II group depict.

English

We provide

your own 24 hour enwering

tremolo Equtpment used Word
Perfect & HPLser JP Consider
Pie Wain.* wperience and for

appt

P ros to add to your pap such
es laser printer grammar and
and
Piling
last turnaround
competitive p.c. Close to cern

Phone

854 4504

Type Linde 723.1714 (PPP

BEAUTIFUL PAPER everytirne" Fe
perienced evordprocessor talk

nee

Call any time

282-0100 or 288-5/69 Also VOICE
only $11 00 per

PC WORO PROCESSING -

Thews -Term paperResurnes
Lefler* Alt formals

TRAVEL

spd

Ilentlipen tor worryfree

ANN S WORD PROCESSING

or Phil al 270.8960 or 922 7359

APS

EXPERIENCED

propsionel dependable ...co

wide vartery of music
for your wedding party or danc
at reasonable rates Call Desiree

welcome

279-1221 292-0939

AND

tors thews eic Lefler quaky. Ali
formats plus APA SPE LCHEK

provides

typing to me

al

punctuation grammar assistan.
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM

Productions

Cell

re-

word processing, Term papers reports group pap. resumes In

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel formerly of KSJS
got the party we ve got
You

P U

papers

280 Mendip
AFFORDABLE

PROFESSIONAL

Plot
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Female fugitive given a second chance
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This is not a Sale! These are our Everyday Prices!

Adult Ski Apparel
Down Jackets
Polyester Jackets
One-piece Suits
Powder Pants
Powder Shirts
Insulated Ski Bibs
4 -way Stretch Pants
Sweaters
Turtle Necks
Thermal Underwear
<

11’

<

’

>

Tops
Bottoms

Gloves
Atter Ski Boots
Double Lens Goggles
Suspenders
Glove Liners
Sock Liners
Wool Blend Socks
Headbands
Knitted Facemasks
Neoprene Facemasks
Knitted Hats
Scarves
Flaps Caps

$60-$120
$43-$85
$65-$119
$25-$49
$28-$69
$29-$44
$60-$110
$15467
$13-$15
$11
$11
$15-$49
$19
$18-$25
$6-$12
$3
$3
$4
$2
$5
$6
$6
$7
$10

DEMO SKI CENTER

Accessories
Bota Bags
Ear Muffs
Bandannas
Leg Gaitors
Neck Gaitors
Baseball Hats
Sunglasses
Sunglass Leashes
Single Ski Bags
Double Ski Bags
Duffle bags
Boot Bag
Fanny Packs

$3
$3
$1.50
$8
$3.50
$6-$9
$4
$.50
$15
$23
$9
$10
$9-$10

T.L. BRODERICK CO.
2605 LAFAYETIE STREET SANTA CLARA. CALIFORNIA 95050

(408) 748-0880
STORE HOURS
Monday -Friday 10:00 am - 8:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sunday 12:00 noon - 5:00 pm

Over 150 demo skis to choose from.
Sias from 90 to 225 cm
phis snowboard rentaLs

51(1 It
Believe It!
1111 Saratoga Ave.
San Jose 996-7669

STIOW Phone

723 -SNOW
1345 Blossom Hill Rd.
San Jose 723-2485
4.

